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OUR SCHOOL - A BRIEF HISTORY OF ITS
DEVELOPMENT 1930 - 2000

1930 The Chestnuts School founded in Newton Abbot by Joan Key

1931 Stover day and boarding school for girls founded on present site

1950 New three-classroom block opened

1963 Phyllis Dence Dining hall and Senior Boarding Wing built

1967 New Chemistry and Physics laboratories in Clockhouse opened

1975 Second floor added to Phyllis Dence Boarding Wing

1979 New Biology laboratory

1982 Opening of Jubilee Hall

1987 Six all-weather tennis courts constructed

1990 Conversion of lower Clockhouse to Technology area

1994 First Steps Nursery School opened

1995 Stover Junior School founded

1996 New Humanities block

1997 Opening of new Sixth Form Centre

1997 Extension to Stover Junior School

2000 Work commences on Millennium Art and ICT Centre
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FROM THE STUDY WINDOW

his edition of the school magazine chronicles anotherT outstanding year of achievement and development for
pupils at all three levels of Nursery, Junior and Senior

School . The publication of the summer 2000 academic
results set the seal on the success enjoyed by our pupils in
so many areas . At GCSE Stover was again placed in the
top 300 UK schools for our 94% pass rate, and, with
nearly 170 A or B grades out of 225, the school's long
standing reputation for achieving selective school results
from a mixed ability intake are more than being
maintained. At A level all 25 students gained university
places, the majority at their first choice, and the pass rate
of 96% was again an excellent achievement by our pupils.
To all of our leavers this year I wish the very best for the
future and hope that they will keep in touch with the
school in their lives and careers ahead.

The past year has seen the school continue to grow
at both Junior and Senior levels to a total now exceeding
370 pupils. The Governors and Management team
continue to develop the school's resources and facilities and over £60,000 has been invested in
boarding modernisation, to cope with increasing demand, as well as in new teaching areas . More, of
course, remains to be done, but our main efforts now are directed at the building and opening of our
new millennium Art and ICT Centre . (For those of us keen to keep up to date with the flow of
jargonese, ICT now means Information and Computer Technology while French and German are now
MFL or Modern Foreign Languages!) At the time of publication I hope that the building will be well
under way and we hope to keep to our £320,000 building target . Once complete all pupils will have the
use of the best possible facilities that can be provided in these two subject areas.

At the end of the summer term we said farewell to Mrs Collinge (Head of Food Technology
and Boarding) after twenty three years at Stover ; to Mrs Stevens (English and Classics) after ten years,
and to our two school secretaries, Mrs Shell and Miss Raithe, after four and five years respectively . To
them all we say thank you for their service to the school and wish them well in the future wherever
they may be.

At the start of a new academic year, not only do we have over sixty new pupils joining us in
the autumn term, we also have five new staff members to welcome:

Mrs Karen Veal
Mrs Jan Middleton
Mrs Helen Coyne-Stacey
Miss Daphne Robins
Miss Felicity White
Mrs Tatyana Klymenko

- Boarding and Home Economics
- English
- German
- Headmaster's secretary
- School Secretary
- Boarding Assistant and Geography

Looking to the future we continue to plan ahead for the next phase of Stover's development while
maintaining the expectations, standards and traditions of the school . Stover continues to thrive as an
example of the very best in single sex education for girls at all levels and we look forward to another
year of success, achievement and, very importantly, enjoyment for our pupils.

P.E .Bujak
Headmaster
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ACADEMIC STAFF

Headmaster

Mr P E Bujak BA (lions), Cert .Ed, East Anglia AR.Hist .S.
History

Deputy Head
Mrs S Bradley BSc (lions) MiBiol ., C .Biol ., PGCCi Portsmouth & Oxford.

Biology

Head of Sixth Form

	

Head of Boarding

Mrs M Batten BSc RIIC London Mrs I I Collinge B .Ed (lions) Cardiff

TechnologyMathematics

Mrs S Bamberg BA, MSc .

	

Cambridge Chemistry

Mrs S Hodge BA (lions)

	

Exeter Psychology
Mrs R Cockell BSc . (lions)

	

Exeter Mathematics
Mrs T Dinsdale BEd (lions)

	

S.Mark & S.John P.E & Humanities
Mr G Dunbar Cert Ed

	

Cheshire College & MiddrArt & Technology
Mrs V Eke BA (Ilons)PGCE London, Oxford RE/ PSE / Geography
Miss E Evans BA (lions) PGCE Exeter PGCE Modern Languages & P.E.
Mrs J Jorgensen BA (lions) PGCE Hull English
Mrs M Kearney BEd (Huns)

	

Exeter Biology & Mathematics
Miss R King BA (lions) PGCE Exeter & CANTAI3 History & Business Studies

Mrs M Marker Cert Ed

	

Sussex Learning Support
Miss T Oakes BA (lions)

	

Brighton P . E & English
Mr M Palmer Cert Ed

	

Exeter ICT & EFL
Mrs S Rolls BA (lions)

	

Darlington Drama & EFL

Mrs A Smith BA (lions)

	

Durham & Comb Geography

Mrs V Stevens BA (Hons), MA

	

Exeter & Essex English & Classics

Mr D Topley BA, Cert . Ed

	

Open & London Physics & Mathematics

Mrs N Winston Licence d'Anglais French
Mrs J Wilce BEd (lions)

	

Winchester Mathematics
Miss C .Young BA (Hons)PGCE

	

Exeter & London History/ Library

Boarding House Staff

Junior Housemistress

	

Mrs M Bousfield Cert Ed Sarum St Michael

Senior Housemistress

	

Mrs H Collinge

	

BEd (lions)

Assistant House Tutors

	

Miss E.Elliott & Miss L .Shirley

Mrs D Williams
Mrs V .Chapman
Miss H Gill
Miss S Pannell
Miss M Gower
Mrs C .Simmons

Mrs L Tonks
Mrs A Campkin
Mrs L Sharrock
Mrs F Martin
Mrs A Bujak
Miss A.l-lolmcs

.Junior School
BA (lions) PGCE
BEd
BA (lions)
BA Ed (lions)

BEd
BA Ed (Hons)

Nursery School
NVQ 3
NVQ 3
NVQ 3
NVQ 3
RGN
NDCS

Exeter
Exeter
Plymouth & Exeter
Exeter
Plymouth
Exeter

Senior Nursery Assistant
Nursery Assistant
Nursery Assistant
Nursery Assistant

Nursery Assistant
Nursery Assistant

School Chaplain
Reverend C Knott BA
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Administration & Finance
Headmaster's Secretary

	

Miss L Rathe
School Secretary

	

Mrs L Shell
Bursar

	

Mrs II Goodwin
Bursar's Assistant

	

Mrs M Barnard

Bursar's Assistant

	

Mrs G Hanbury

Director of Music
Mrs . S . Farleigh BA (lions) . Flute, Piccolo & i'oice/PerfArts

Darlington College of Arts.

Head of Careers Mrs S Rolls BA (Hops)

Examinations Officer Mrs M Kearney BEd (Hans)

School Librarian Miss C Young BA (Hons.)

School Tennis Coaches Mrs J Hough LTA

Speech & Drama Mrs H Keen

Laboratory Technician Mrs A Milford

Catering Manager Mr S Kiddy MHCIMA

School Medical Officer

	

Dr H Bates

	

B .Med .Sci .,B .M.B.S .,D .R .C .O

School Matron

	

Ms N Boyd

	

SEN

GOVERNING BODY

Chairman :

	

Mr T M T Key, MA Cantab . FRICS.

Vice Chairman Professor Ruth Hawker OBE

-Mr H Anderson BSc (lions)
-Mrs A Anning
•Mr A C J Cooper Bsc
•Mrs C Cottle

	

MA
Mrs A Dyer

	

MA

#Miss F .R .Evans Cert .Ed.

Mr D J Groom
#Mrs A Harrison MCSP
#Dr P J Key

	

OBE, MB, BS

Prof I D Mercer CBE, BA, BSc, LLD

Mr.R .Roberts

	

JP

#Mrs K Reece

	

F .Inst .L.EX

#Mrs J W G Scott
Rev J Spencer BA

- =Parent/Past Parent Governor
4= Past pupil

*********************

School Legal Advisors : Over, Taylor, Biggs, Exeter
Pidsley & Roberts, Newton Abbot

School Accountants :

	

Francis Clark Newton Abbot



Watson Cup for Mathematics :

	

Lucie Wootton

Music Entrance Awards:
Entrance Prizes:

West Bank Scholar 1999/2000 : Lucie Wootton

Major Academic Entrance Scholarships :

11 grade A GCSEs, 10 at Grade A*
and one at Grade A

Harriet Beasley, Emma Kearney, Ellie Stanbury,
Emma Wyatt-Haines

Rosina Erangey, Rachel Marsh, Christina Warn
Natasha Corner, Stephanie Kent, Laura Nicholson,
Rebecca McMaster, Tessa Wigram
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SPEECH DAY AWARDS 1999

Prizes presented by Mrs Theresa May MP Shadow Education Secretary

ACADEMIC PRIZES
Prizes for outstanding academic achievement in the Sixth Form
Camilla Kwong

	

Five A levels at Grade A
Olesya Dimitricova

	

Four A levels and one A/S Level at Grade A
Ulrike Ungewiss

	

Prize for Academic Progress

SUBJECT PRIZES
Biology

	

Sally Luscombe
English

	

Louise Astbury
Geography Zoe Gaye, Sally Luscombe
Mathematics Brenda Ng,
Science

	

Lucy Mills

ACHIEVEMENT AND PROGRESS PRIZES
JUNIOR SCHOOL
Year I Progress
Year 2 Achievement

Progress
Year 3 Achievement

Progress
Year 4 Achievement

Progress
Year 5 Achievement

Progress

Claudia Colby, Abigail Edwards, Corinne Goble, Alice Lang
Hannah Nicholson
Grace Watkins
Jessica Sullivan
Georgia Benham
Anna Taylor
Georgina Erangey
Emma Wyatt Haines
Kathryn Owen

Keisha Taylor
Katie Boardman
Alice Hyland
Nicola Hiles
Georgia Robinson, Katie Webber
Esther Truman
Emma Colley, Katrina Corner
Maria Glendinning
Grace Bennett, Abigail Harding
Rachael Brandon, Rachel Byrnes
Felicity Harding, Lucie Wootton
Lorna Deas, Catherine Sulzmann, Dorothy Sulzmann,
Lisa Tulloch, Laila Waters, Julia Wingate

SENIOR SCHOOL
Year 6 Achievement

Progress
Year 7 Achievement

Progress
Year 8 Achievement

Progress
Year 9 Achievement

Progress
Year 10 Achievement

Progress
Year 11 Achievement

Progress
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SCHOOL AWARDS
Instrumental progress in the Junior School
Bairstow Cup for the highest Associated Board result
Redstone Cup for Junior instrumental progress
Wendy Insole Cup for singing
Patricia Cardale Cup for instrumental achievement
Sarah Bruce Cup for Service to School Music

Jameson Cup for support for School games
Drama Plate
Connell Sandhurst Cup for Service to the School
Prize for Outdoor Pursuits
Head Girl's Prize for 1998/99

SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS
Abbey Printers Senior Art Prize
Abbey Printers Junior Art Prize
Newman Millennium Award

1999 Prize winners with Mrs Theresa May MP

Anna Taylor
Fiona Linton
Florence Bennett
Rachel Byrnes
Louise Neu
Lucy Jones

Lucy Mills
Amber Price
Elizabeth Anning and Tina Zadnik
Louise Astbury
Louise Astbury

Olesya Dmitricova
Esther Truman
Caroline Exley
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HEAD GIRL'S ADDRESS

Mrs May, Mr Key, School Governors, Head Master, Staff, parents, friends and last, but by no means
least, those who are wearing or have worn the green jacket, the girls of Stover School.
To be appointed Head Girl was not only a surprise but also a huge honour for me . The chance to make
a difference, however small, to those of you going through the school really does make the position of
Head Girl exciting . After all, I, and all the other prefects and Sixth Form, know just what school life is
like!
We have all experienced that first day. The sleepless night before, the nerves in the car and the final
check to make sure you really are meant to wear that skirt and jacket . Luckily the nerves vanish,
leaving the polished shoes, immaculate uniform and wide-eyed enthusiasm of the first year. In Year
Eight you know the school, you've heard the jokes about the staff, the best places to go at break and
which teachers not to wind up. Shirts start to become untucked, heels get higher and skirts get shorter.
Unregulated jewellery creeps in . I've had my fair share of battles with the staff about rings, necklaces
and bracelets . I'd try to argue that the numerous rings on my fingers were in fact signet rings and that
my necklace was of great sentimental value. After going into the lesson weighed down by silver I
would always walk out a lot lighter!
By Year Nine you've mastered the art of the excuse . In Year Ten you go into the Groaning and Moaning
stage . Forms unite to bombard the staff with reasons why prep wasn't done on time . Then GCSEs in
Year Eleven and the painful realisation that hard work is the only answer . Finally you realise that the
endless nights spent grafting over English coursework and learning vocab . actually pay off That day
in August dawns, the results finally arrive, expectations are not only fulfilled but often succeeded and
you are now ready to embark on your Sixth Form life.
This is very different to those years spent in uniform. You still have the problem of skirt length but now
you can raid the chocolate machine, eat toast from dawn till dusk, and even find time to study . It was
here that I learnt the importance of organisation . (Walking into our study you might not think that, but,
believe me, we know exactly where everything is !)
However one of the experiences of school life that remains constant, despite all the ups and downs of
being a teenage female, is teamwork. The excitement of the sports teams, entertaining people through
music, and the loyalty you show by representing your House in the fiercely contested House
competitions, makes teamwork so worthwhile . Ten Tors obviously springs to mind as one of those
totally unforgettable team experiences . During the endless weekends on Dartmoor we've managed to
save drowning sheep, navigate our way in the fog - unfortunately not to the correct destination, but
close enough! - and come back, blistered and boggy on a Sunday night to face prep or the wrath of the
teachers.
Other sorts of teamwork are not always so obvious . By Year Eleven you see that working with your
teacher is actually not so bad . You and the staff pull together in the same direction and at last you are
really going forwards . You start to be treated as an equal rather than a pupil . You realise that the staff
understand and share your stress and concerns . Those whom you once held in awe now become
recognised as a part of your team.
Another team that I am lucky enough to be part of is a team of friends . The friends I have now have
been with me throughout my school life . We've copied each other's homework, told each other our
deepest secrets and gossiped far into the early hours of the morning . Now I couldn't be without them.
For me they are the best team that I could ever be a part of
Every year's intake feels that it is the year . I certainly feel that way about mine . The usual minor
mishaps and differences of opinions have their place in our class history, as do our performances of
Telly Tubbies and the Spice Girls . In our time we have locked the staff in the staff room for charity,
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climbed over scrap heaps to find that perfect kitchen sink for our junk band and played numerous
practical jokes on each other. But as the millennium approaches we are prepared to take on the
challenge and make history as the first Stover Sixth Form to enter the Twenty First Century.
Stover promises many things, not only academically, on the sports field and in the music room . It gives
us school days we can look back on and smile at with friends for life . It gives a firm base on which to
build our futures and, as the millennium draws near, we feel that we really can become twenty first
century girls.
Louise Neu

Head Girl, 2000 - 2001
Felicity Harding

Felicity has undertaken a three week expedition to the Sinai desert this summer and
hopes to read Geography at University

FOUNDERS FELLOWSHIPS 2000

Founders Fellowships for 2000 have been awarded to Katherine Storrs, Hannah Garvin and Louise
Neu. Katherine is going on a British Schools Exploring Society Expedition to Iceland, and Louise
will be travelling in the Pacific islands, New Zealand and Australia.
Hannah will assist in the care of a disabled child in South Africa.

Head Girl Louise Neu

"We have all experienced

that first day . . ." Louise

Neu and the rest of 2K

aged 11
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VICTORIA

Victoria House has had another incredible year . These excellent achievements have been brought
about by a tremendous spirit of working together exemplified by almost every individual being
prepared to "have a go" in competitions regardless of ability . Even the senior pupils from Year Ten
upwards were willing and supportive in all events . Thanks! It makes a big difference. Needless to say,
the future looks bright with Year Six volunteering enthusiastically for absolutely everything!
The year began with the gruelling cross country where a marvellous team effort brought our first
victory. This was soon to be followed by success on the hockey field and in the gymn and dance
competition where our younger members notably Esther Truman gave electrifying performances . In
fact, such is our wealth of talent that we were unable to include al our gymnasts, although they will be

making their debut in 2001 . Other triumphs
included winning the netball, tennis,
rounders, swimming and house cup for the
highest number of points. In the athletics
we were a close second and included
almost every member of the house in the
teams.
Away from the sports field, Vicky House
performed very well to win the house
music competition, giving a memorable
and lively rendition of a tricky medley of
songs culminating in "Anything goes" . We
managed to get it completely right for the
first time during the performance! The
evening had a lovely atmosphere and we
appreciated the music : on this occasion
winning seemed irrelevant.
To conclude : our main strength has been

the overwhelming willingness of individuals to support the house, encouraged by Miss Evans our
House Leader and the other members of staff. Good luck for next year and long may Victoria's reign
continue!
Lucy Jones House Captain

I would like to add my thanks to
Victoria House and our multi-talented
House Captain Lucy Jones whose
excellent organisation and enthusiasm
have been instrumental in our success.
E .Evans House Leader

Victoria House Juniors won their Sports day,

even if the Seniors didn't! Things look promising for the future!

House captain, Lucy Jones
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ELIZABETH

The past year for Elizabeth House has been a fulfilling and successful one . Elizabeth House has
admittedly sometimes had to struggle in the past but this year we have done exceptionally well . Our
greatest achievement was winning Sports Day.
This year there was a great feeling of support, encouragement and teamwork in the House . The Inter

House Music competition stuck in my mind as being a very enjoyable event, both practising during the
weeks before and the actual performance . Elizabeth performed an energetic and lively ABBA medley
but we were just pipped at the post by Victoria!
The Inter House Gymn and Dance was another big house event . A great deal of time and energy went
into practising and perfecting the routines and I won't say there wasn't an occasional grumble!
However we had excellent encouragement from everyone in the house, and, remember girls, it's not
about winning, it's the taking part and having fun that matters! We gained several second places in
House sports competitions : hockey, netball, rounders and swimming and this undoubtedly increased
our drive to win . So in fact all we were doing in the other events was warming up for our grand finale
of winning sports day ..
We decided to have an Elizabeth House Day to raise money for the charity "Feed the Minds" . After
hearing a talk in assembly about how illiteracy affects people's lives in less economically developed
countries, we were amazes at the severity of the problem . These people are faced with the day to day
difficulties of trying to survive in an ever-changing world without the basic skills that they need in to
succeed in daily life . Every aspect of life as we know it depends on communication : reading and —
writing are therefore essential . The charity aims to bring books and the necessary teaching skills to help
disadvantaged people to learn these basic skills which we so often just take for granted . We had a
chocolate tombola, a mufti day, lucky dip and many more events enjoyable events.
So all in all an excellent year for Elizabeth on the academic, social and sporting fields.

Caroline Exley U6

Elizabeth House sweeps the field on Sports day
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MARY HOUSE

Well, Mary House may not have been sweeping the board this year but sometimes you've got to let the
others have a chance . Even our brilliant singing of "Can you feel the love tonight?" for the House
musical evening didn't win . But I want to say a special thanks to Katherine Storrs for all her efforts on
the music front . Her hard work, inspiration and good humour both with the Seniors and Juniors was an
inspiration to us all and I am most grateful . Likewise Julia Simcox worked tirelessly on the sports side
and in particular in the gymnastics competition . She put together a really impressive show which was
most appreciated. There was a great House spirit this year and everyone joined in . Our choice of charity
to support resulted from a presentation by Mrs Elce's daughter Beth, who gave a most inspiring talk
about her work in Africa . One of the ways she was helping was to provide mosquito nets to prevent
malaria . Such a simple solution would save lives and it made a great impact on us all . So Hannah
Garvin, our excellent House Captain, came up with the brilliant idea of raising money through the sale
of jelly tots . Soon the whole school was swept up in the craze . Even the staff were jealously guarding
their jelly families . In the end we raised nearly £100, a splendid effort.
Ultimately House success depends on every member of the house doing their best and, in the tradition
of Stover, helping to foster the community spirit, supporting both peers and staff and being fully
involved in the life of the school.

Mr Garvin Dunbar

	

House Leader

Mary House Sixth Formers take part in the 3c 's Young
Enterprise Scheme

Jelly tots; Fab Four : Fiona, Fleur, Fran, Floey or Terrible

Trio : Tim, Toby and Tom
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Bon voyage, Mrs Collinge and Mrs Stevens . ( The editor

promises to leave when the magazine is put to bed .)

STOVER STAFF
-they just keep rollin' along . . ..

Thanks, Ozzies! Good on ver!

Goodbye and best wishes, Mrs Shell and Miss Raithe

Staff decide to adopt new disciplinary procedures

Miss Oakes becomes Mrs Craven . Luc man .'

	

Mrs Bradley and Mrs Batten fly the Stover flag in Bangkok
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TEN TORS TWO THOUSAND

From a large, eager, unsuspecting group of twelve we emerged several months later a select
family of six, fully aware of the obstacles that Dartmoor's mini-mountain ranges could throw at
us . The bus on the way to Okehampton was certainly rather quiet . One of the particular qualities
of our group, we had been told, was the noise level that we had maintained constantly
throughout training . (I think that might have had something to do with Floey's determination to
make it as a pop star eventually .)
After pitching our tents we went to watch the briefing video and get our kit scrutinised . We just
about scraped through our kit inspection - it was a good thing our scrutineer didn't notice that
several items appeared several times in different rucksacks.
As a team we were not too happy about our route, encountering several tors for which we had
already developed a deep aversion : Kitty, Lynch and Steeperton . As a group we had never yet
successfully made it to Lynch without getting lost or taking inaccurately deceptive short cuts
The day began badly. The decision to get up at 5.00 am was as usual not well received and the
heavy mist and ominous-looking sky didn't ease our nerves . We were the first in our line for the
start and we all felt very emotional as we prepared to test ourselves for one last time - only this
time it counted! Sticking close together in an effort not to get separated we set off along with
hundreds of other teams . WE made good time on our first tor and were almost two hours ahead
of ourselves when we reached our fifth tor.
The sun shining and the cool breeze gave everyone more than enough reason to smile . Along with
that we had Floey in charge of leading the singing efforts backed, by her side-kick Lisa and
closely followed by Emma's improvising over the top ("I'm a happy happy bug, a happy happy
bug!") Baggle's task for the walk was to void any kind of bogs as she had become notorious for
falling into them . Charley was in charge of the map reading and steering Baggle away from bogs.
I was in charge of lollypop distribution - an essential tactic for bribing the team up the bigger
tors.
A minor detour meant that we didn't make the check-point in time for our seventh tor and so
camped there instead . The long day and sweltering heat meant that everyone was tired and soon
in their sleeping bags - only to be roused again at 4 .20 am the next morning.
It has to be said that a few of our group are not at their best first thing in the morning, particularly
Floey who refused to get out of her sleeping bag until the tent was dismantled around her . Six o'
clock and we were away with the sun slowly rising out of a clear blue sky . Our route for day two
was fairly easy but lack of sleep, water, aching muscles and sore feet slowed us down . The
journey to the ninth tor, Sittaford, was long and hard but we made it, and somehow knowing we
only had one more tor to go made it easier.
Standing looking down on the army camp bustling with life and people was amazing and walking
down through the crowds was even better . It made us all feel as if we had achieved something
special - and we had a bronze medal certifying that as a team we had successfully completed Ten
Tors Two Thousand .

	

Kate Corner Team Captain

Team : Kate Corner, Emma Colley, Lisa Whitney, Laura Bagley,
Floey Bennet, Charlotte Murrell
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TEN TORS TWO THOUSAND

Heroine Lisa cuts her Ten Tors cake -

courtesy of Simon Kiddy

SMILER! "time for prep"

	

Waiting for the team to cross he line
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Our Millennium Wishes

by the Stover Junior School

Millennium Wishes

It would be good to think that in the next 1000
years that there wouldn't be any more wars.

I would like it if people living on the streets
could be living in houses.

I would like it if there were more police going
up and down our roads . I worry about
burglars!

I would like it there was a cure for cancer and
people could live to an older age .

People might be able to shop on the internet.
You may be able to smell and feel the food . I
think it would be a bit weird though!

Some people think that cars will be able to fly
in the air and then we wouldn't have any
traffic jams.

I would like it if there could be more sunshine
in Britain because people feel happier when
the sun shines.

It would be good if clothes and toys could be
cheaper.

I would like it if robots did the housework but

	

People may be working at home on computers.
it would be a bit scary!

We would be able to have our holidays in
space but I think it would feel a bit upside
down at first!

My personal resolutions for the new
millennium are to not be scared of dogs and
cats and to not mind losing at games!

Hannah Nicolson Class 3
I want people to stop hunting badgers and
foxes .

Children from the infants say g'day on Austalia Day with Australian student Emma Elliot
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Harvest festival
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I went to the harvest festival. I sang at the
harvest festival and I sang the vegetable song.
Charlotte Holyoak (Reception Class)

It started off very noisy because all the
parents were chattering . Mrs Farleigh got up
on the stage and waited for everyone to see her
and be quiet . I was so nervous and scared
even though I was not doing a solo.
The Juniors from Elizabeth House went first,
so I was really getting worked up and biting
my finger nails! Mrs Farleigh introduced the
whole evening and then it was time for us to
get up.
Gemma, the senior girl who had taught us our
song, came and knelt by the side of the stage.
I didn't realise there were so many parents
there. I scanned everywhere with my eyes
looking for my mum and then I saw her.
We started singing our song, although I
couldn't sing very well because I had a sore
throat. When we finally finished I was so
relieved.

I had to leave at the interval because I wasn't
feeling very well but I really enjoyed the first
half. I didn't realise people had such good
voices and were so good at the piano . When I
am older I hope to play a solo for Elizabeth
House on the Cello.

,J-J- 5k~
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Beatrice Scott (Class 5)

Bonfire Night

We went to Bonfire night . We watched the
sparkly fire works . I liked the rocket best.
The flames of the bonfire were yellow and
orange . I did not like the bangs so I went in
the library and I saw Melanie in there.
Then it was the barn dance . I danced with
mummy. Hannah and me watched the man's
feet.
Melissa Chapman (Class 1)

Inter-House Music Festival

I arrived at 6 .30pm and I walked over to the
hall . There were only a few parents there, but
I think all of the senior school were there . I
went straight to my seat and sat down. I was
the only one there from Elizabeth House in
class 5 so I felt a bit lonely! Then a few more
parents and children started to arrive . Then I
saw Anna and she came and sat down next to
me. I felt better now because I had someone
to talk to .

Children looking for bargains at the Blue Peter Bring and Buy
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Christmas
A trip to Pennywell Farm

We went to Pennywell Farm on a mini bus.
When we got there we went into a big barn to
do a nativity play . They asked us if we wanted
to be in the play and I did . I was an Angel.
We did some songs . Outside we saw a
reindeer. After that we washed our hands if
we had touched the animals . Then we went
into the cafe and had a drink and a Christmas
tree biscuit . Then we went into Santa's grotto
and we all got these adorable cow rucksacks.
Then we looked at some rats and rabbits and a
guinea pig . I stroked this rat and a great big
rabbit . Then we went back to school.

Eleanor Bujak (Class 2)

The Christmas performance

The Bell That Cried

On Friday we did our Christmas performance.
It was called The Bell That Cried . I was in the
Chinese singing wind . I did a Chinese dance.
I was Eleanor's partner, it was fun . I liked the
rainbow dance and the music when the desert
wind moved . Alex, Georgina and Charlotte
were kings . There were four shepherds.
Nikita was the rainbow king . We made the old
iron bell chime at the end of the show.

Nicole Foulkes (Class 1)

Children from the infants in their Christmas show of

The Bell That Cried.

Sophie Bates- the guiding star leads the way to

Bethlehem .

Junior School parents Mrs ?, Mrs Bates, Mrs Higginson

and Mrs Ashby helping with tea and coffee after the

show

The infant children enjoying their school Christmas

lunch .
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School Trips

Our trip to Bygones

We went to Bygones on a school trip. We saw the
toy shop. I saw the bread Then we went up the
stairs . We dressed up as people from Victorian
times . We looked in the bedroom . We saw a man
in the toilet, he had newspapers.

Holly Chapman (Class 1)

Paignton Zoo

We went on a trip to Paignton Zoo and I was in
Miss Gower's group. First we went to see the
elephants . Then we went to the gorilla house.
One of them was banging on the glass and I was
frightened. In the gorilla house we also saw a
baby lion cub . The man was feeding it with a
bottle . Then we went to the picnic room and then
to the gift shop.
After lunch we went to the education centre and

we talked about baby animals and we held a baby
chick. After that we went into jungle fun and had
a play. Then we went back to the mini bus and
came back to school.

Alice Lang (Class 2)

A picture of a lion from Paignton Zoo by Sophie Bates

Class 2.

Our trip to the Butterfly Farm

On Friday after lunch we piled into the mini bus
and headed for the Butterfly Farm and the Otter
Sanctuary. Miss Pannell was an excellent driver
and it did not seem to bother her that the bus
couldn't fit under the small bridge at the entrance!
Our brave driver just reversed and we walked
into the farm . We were introduced to a man
called David who worked at the farm . We sat on
the benches and he showed us lots of slides of
different butterflies.
When we entered the butterfly house it was very
hot and humid . The butterflies need this type of
atmosphere to be able to survive . We saw lots of
unusual and exotic butterflies in the green house,
along with many plants and beautiful flowers . We
also saw lots of chrysalids . They were hanging
from long thin sticks hooked onto the outside of
the glass hut.

We left the Butterfly Farm and went next door
to the Otter Sanctuary . The otters were being fed
bits of fish . It was great to see them swimming
around in the water. We saw a large otter from
North America, she had her own hut to live in . I
think she looked a bit lonely all by herself. I
enjoyed watching the otters . Soon class 3 were
on their way back to school . A brilliant fun
packed afternoon in every way!!

Laura Fletcher (Class 3)

WELCOME TO 11IF SlCCF1S STORY OF PISNI,y)

Children from Class 5 visited Plymouth Dome.
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Our trip to Killerton

On June 7th class 5 went on a trip to Killerton.
On the bus I sat next to Yasmin and everyone
sang pop songs . When we arrived we were met
by Isobella Robinson (the laundry maid) . We all
went into the discovery centre where we were
told which group we would be in and what we
would be doing . Miss Gill's group went to the
house first and Mrs Williams' went to the laundry.
In the laundry Isobella told us how water was

heated and we poured some water into a metal
barrel and put a wash board on the top . We saw
how clothes were washed in Victorian times . We
put the clothes into a barrel and turned them with
a dolly . We went into another room and saw the
drying cupboard and the irons.
We went back to the discovery centre and tried

on some Victorian clothes . Then we went for
lunch.
Afterwards we went to the house . We saw some
lovely furniture . We visited all the rooms in the
house. In the dining room we saw the long table
with silver plates . Mrs Craggs told us who would
sit where at the table . On the ceiling pictures
were engraved for winter,autumn, spring and
summer. We went upstairs and saw how clothes
and toys have changed through the years.
Afterwards we went back to school.

Rebecca Houdmont (Class 5)

Our summer trip

We went on a trip . We went to Teignmouth and
Haytor and Stover Country Park and we went in
the mini bus . We had an ice cream . I liked it on
the trip . At Teignmouth we went on the pier and
at Stover Country Park we saw a squirrel and we
saw some ducklings and at Stover park we had a
picnic. We put our hands in the water, it was very
cold.

Charlotte Holyoak (Reception Class)

Reception children on their summer trip

Class 1 and 2 summer trip to Exmouth World of Country Life
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Family Fun Day

Sunday 11th June was Family Fun Day and lots
of people went, it was very busy. Every class ran
a stall, I helped run Mrs Williams' stall because I
am in year 5. Our class stall was guess the
amount of sweets in a jar, guess the pussy cat's
name and guess how much the cake weighed . We
sold cakes as well . Everything on our stall was
ten pence.

From twelve o'clock until two there was a
barbeque and from two o'clock until four there
were cream teas.
Through the whole of the day matches were

going on over at the tennis courts . The overall
winners were Wendy Scott and William Hough. I
really enjoyed my day and I hope I can come
again next year.

Ceri Lloyd (Class 5)

Children enjoy playing class 3's game

Mrs Williams presents cake and sweets to the winners-

Amelia Reynolds and Mrs Fletcher.

Summer Performance
Moving On

I did two poems in the first half, for that I had to
wear school uniform . The first half was all
singing and dancing and musical instruments.
The second half was a musical . It was all about
two children who went into their computer and
visited different zones . My favourite zone was
the fashion zone. I was a builder and a fashion
model . I had to wear some baggy trousers and a
checked shirt for the building zone and a strappy
top and crop trousers for the fashion zone. Mrs
Carlino helped us with our hair and Mrs
Simmons and Miss Gower were back stage . It
was a musical fantasy and I thought it was a
really great play. I would love to do it again.

Hannah Partridge (Class 4)

Children sing in the summer musical Moving On .
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Our Residential Trip

On Wednesday June 21st we went to school as
normal except we were in our own clothes ready
for our residential trip . Gavin arrived to pick us
up and we packed our things into the mini bus.
When we arrived at Great Potteridge House

Gavin showed us to where we would be sleeping.
We were sleeping in some dormitries . I was in a
room of eight people.
We did lots of activities while on our residential
trip. The coast walk was one of my favourites
even though we fell in lots of rock pools.
On the third day we did rock climbing and

abseiling. I was allowed to do it twice because I
really enjoyed it.

Jasmine Holmes (Class 5)

Another thing that we did was a bridge jump. It
was very scary. I didn't enjoy it very much.
When you step off the bridge you felt like you
were in the air for hours . Then there is a splash
and you are under the water for what seems like
hours but it is only about one second. The water
is so cold you can't breathe . I will always
remember doing the bridge jump.
It was a really fun trip. I really enjoyed my trip

to Great Potteridge House.

Georgie Erangey (Class 5)

All about Sports Day

Sports Day was good. I got up early and thought
about what it would be like . Then I got dressed
into my shorts and top . We had breakfast and
then we went to school . It was sunny going to
school on Saturday. Mum and Dad took me in
and got my Mary blue badge . Soon we lined up
and went out to the field . We sat down in our
houses and started the races . The running race
was great . The dressing up race was even better.
I won the skipping race for Mary House . Half
way through my Dad came and gave me a drink
because it was so hot . At the end Elizabeth won,
then came Victoria and last of all Mary.

Emily Simpson (Class 2)

Children dressed as characters from their , avourite books

during book week.

Class 5 build their own raft on the residential trip this summer .
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The Junior School collected -
the huge sum of £365 . 87 for

Barnardo's. Well done!

And Finally	
Miss Gill got married!

'We had a wonderful wedding day and we
would like to take this opportunity to
thank all the children from the Junior
School who came to the church and sang
so beautifully.'
Helen and Mark

Miss Gill (now Mrs Gray)

married Mark July 22nd 2000

Children from Junior School at

Chudleigh Church getting ready to sing

at the wedding .
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STOVER FIRST STEPS NURSERY

PC Bigland comes to
visit the Nursery
children. - Samuel
Wyatt-Haines trying on
his jacket

Shepherds waiting patiently to see baby Jesus at the nursery

Nativity Animal Fun Day - Bejamin Alford as a lion
and Emily Morris as a crocodile, the two
winners of the fancy dress competition

AND We had our second
good OFSTED inspection -
November 1999
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TEIGNBRIDGE STUDENT COUNCIL

In the Sixth Form you are offered a fantastic opportunity to gain training in a wide range of areas, to
meet a wide circle of people, gain confidence and voice your own opinions . This opportunity can be
grasped by standing for election to Teignbridge District Student council.
However, because it's understandably popular, there is a lot of competition to be selected . Formal
elections are held a few months into the academic year, anyone can enter but only two are elected.
This year Lisa Tulloch and I displayed our argumentative skills in meetings, and gained the right to
have four members from Stover as from this academic year.
The students running for election can campaign in any way - well, within certain limits! This year
people plastered walls, windows and anything else vaguely flat and viewable with posters promoting
themselves. I wrote a poem on balloons and hung them around the Sixth Form Centre . All the
candidates had to give a presentation after which the voting took place . Lisa and I were elected and
we have not regret a single moment . We both agree that the experience has been extremely valuable
and will certainly be an unusual addition to our CVs . We've had the opportunity to go away on
expenses-paid weekends to train and learn skills in public relations, media and even self-defence! It
was excellent to be able to share ideas and present views on topics which affect not only oneself but
also everyone in the Teignbridge area.
TSC has a budget which we, the Council, can spend on a worthy and useful project . We decide as a
team what or who would benefit most from the money.
The feeling of satisfaction is great for a s a member of the TSC you can really make an actual
difference to Teignbridge. If you are dedicated and motivated you will gain many experiences that
will aid you in the future and the knowledge that you are part of a hard working and effective team
makes it well worth the time and effort. Both Lisa and I would like to wish the next Teignbridge
Student councillors the best of luck and the advice we would give you is to take hold of all the
opportunities that arise during your time in office!
Lorna Deas L6

Year 7

Mel G
Wanted to be
A famous super star
Pity she didn't get that far
(Miaow!)

SMILER! "Oh no, not more French Vocab!"
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LES TROTS MO!*JSQ,W ETAI ESJ

Une Visite au Thedtre,30 mars, Phoenix,

Exeter

La piece "Les Trois Mousquetaires" etait
presente avec un air tres original et
comique . Il y'avait beaucoup
d'improvisation et les auteurs ont eu
vraiment beaucoup d'imagination, surtout la
fille qui a joue le role de D'Artagnan, elle a
utilise un sac a dos pour la tete de son
cheval!
L'histoire a commence avec d'Artagnan qui
a quitte ses parents avec 1'epee de son pere,
une lettre de recommendation pour le
Capitaine des mousquetaires, des gants oil
sa mere a brode son nom dedans et un
baume magique . Ii etait vraiment plein
d'aspirations, mais malheureusement il a
rencontre Rochefort qui a vole sa lettre.
D'Artagnan etait maintenant un garcon tres
desoriente et 1'auteur qui a joue le role a mis
beaucoup d'expression dans son caractere.
C'etait tres amusant de voir comment
D'Artagnan a fait connaissance avec les
autres Mousquetaires parce-qu'il etait
provoque en duel par chacun d'eux, mais
quand il a sauve la vie d'Athos, contre les
gardes du Cardinal, it etait admire et
respecte pour son courage par les
Mousquetaires, Athos, Porthos et Aramis.
Its se presentent a lui en lancent leur
devise : "Tous pour un et un pour tous!"
Dans le deuxieme acte, la Reine et le Roi
ont ete presentes aux spectateurs . La Reine
est une Espagnole, tres volupteuse et
provocante et pas du tout amoureuse de son
mari . Elie a donne la collerette de diamants
que le Roi lui avait donnee au Duc de
Buckingham . La scene avec la Reine et
Buckingham etait tres amusante, elle qui a
parle en Espagnol et lui en Anglais (avec
son accent du nord).
Dans une conspiration, le Cardinal a ecrit a
Miladay pour lui demander de voler les
diamants a Buckingham . Puis Rochefort a
apporte une invitation du cardinal pour la
Reine a un bal diamante . Le Roi a demande
a la Reine de porter les diamants qu'il lui a

offerts . Puis les trois Mousquetaires et
d'Artagnan sont recrutes par Constance, la
dame d'honneur de la Reine, pour retrouver
la collerette.
Les Mousquetaires sont alles en Angleterre
pour le chercher. Avec le sceau et la lettre
du cardinal qu'il a retrouvee de Rochefort,
D'Artagnan est alle chercher Milady, mais
elle 1'a reconnu par ses gants . En France,
Milady a passe les diamants a Rochefort et
pour la troisieme fois Rochefort et
D'Artagnan se sont battus en duel . Enfin, it
a gagne la collerette qui a retrouve sa
veritable proprietaire, la Reine de France.

"Les Trois Mousquetaires" est une
histoire de courage et d'amitie et aussi de
romanesque . C'etait une piece d'aventure,
jouee avec enthousiasme, esprit et
originalite.

Esther Rae
(L6)
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THE THREE MUSKETEERS' - for English readers

HAIKUS Year 7
Titanic the unsinkable

	

Tarmac black as black
Wealthy graves hidden

	

rubber screaming on the road
Under the waves

	

car stops . So does life

The play "The Three Musketeers" was presented with humour and originality . There was a lot of
improvisation and the actors used a great deal of imagination, particularly the woman who played the
part of D'Artagnan, the main character : she used a bag for the head of his horse!
The story starts with D'Artagnan who leaves his parents with his father's sword, a letter of
recommendation for the Captain of the Musketeers, a magic balm and a pair of gloves in which his
mother has embroidered his name . He is full of hope, but is disheartened when the evil Rochefort
comes across him and steals his letter.
D'Artagnan is now disorientated and the actress put a lot of expression into his character in order to
portray this . The way in which D'Artagnan met the three musketeers was also very amusing. They all
provoked him to a duel, one after the other, but then they got into a fight with the Cardinal's guards and
D'Artagnan saved Athos' life gaining their respect for his courage . Athos, Porthos and Aramis introduce
themselves and welcome D'Artagnan into their group with their motto "All for one and one for all!"
In the second act the King and Queen of France introduce themselves . The Queen is a voluptuous
Spanish woman who is unfaithful to her husband with the Duke of Buckingham ., giving him a diamond
necklace which the king had given her . The scene with the Queen and Buckingham was extremely
entertaining, with her speaking in Spanish and he in a northern English accent.
In an act of conspiracy the Cardinal instructs Milady to steal the diamonds from Buckingham which
she does, but then Rochefort takes them from her. Meanwhile an invitation arrives from the Cardinal
inviting the Queen to a diamond ball . The King asks the Queen to wear the necklace, which causes a
commotion as Buckingham doesn't have it . D'Artagnan and the three musketeers are recruited by
Constance, the Queen's lady in waiting, to retrieve the diamonds.
They go to England in pursuit . D'Artagnan, armed with the seal and the Cardinal's letter which he has
retrieved from Rochefort, goes to find Milady but she recognises him by his gloves . Back in France,
she gives the necklace to Rochefort and for the third time D'Artagnan fights him in a duel . The
necklace is retrieved and returned to its rightful owner, the Queen of France.
The Three Musketeers is an adventure story of courage and friendship with a little romance . It was
acted

	

with

	

spirit,
enthusiasm and originality .

	

II
Lucie Wootton
(L6)

Still life Laura Woodham (Year 9)
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IT'S A BOARDER'S LIFE!

On Monday to Friday we are rudely woken by
the clanging of our rusty, dusty Big Ben . Then in
the dorms we hear the burping, groaning,
sneezing, yawning and coughing sounds of
young ladies waking up.
The zombie-like figures drag themselves down
the corridor to the bathroom to frighten
themselves awake with cold water . As well as
struggling to wake up we have to try and engage
our brain cells to answer the cheery "Hello!" of
Mrs B . This art of conversation exhausts our
brains and it's then a struggle to dress correctly.
Downstairs next for a delicious, greasy, healthy
breakfast. The now full but still zombie-like
figures force themselves back up three of four
flights of stairs to face the cheery Mrs B for the
last time before school . Then we glide all the way
back downstairs past the Headmaster's office
with big smiles on our faces ready for a tough and
tiring day of WORK!
After the first lessons of the morning we retreat
exhausted to our locker room to try and recharge
our batteries for the next lot . At lunch our
stomachs get nicely filled again with Simon's
lovely food, after which it's back to the locker
room once again before we face the last lessons
of the day. But at 4 .00 we race back to the locker
room which is now full of joy, noise and
happiness. We say goodbye to the day girls and
then all the boarders try to make it up the stairs
alive, school bags packed with books for prep.
Then we go to the dorms to discuss the school
day, exchange things, put on make-up and listen
to really loud music . Next door complain (can't
think why) and we end up yelling at each other
through the fire door . At 5 .30 we are back in the
dining room munching away and talking at the
same time. We manage to fit six people on a table
but the two on the end are a bit cramped with
their trays so they take their plates off the trays
and put the trays on the floor, hoping none of the
teachers will notice.
But after tea what we really dread is prep time.
Total silence for an hour until thankfully we have
a break at 8 .00 but are back at work at 8 .15 until
8 .45 . We then race each other up the stairs to get
a shower first! But unfortunately we have to
check in with Mrs B who is normally on the

phone so we have to stand there and wait . After
our showers we stay in our dorms or watch TV or
hide from Mrs B so she doesn't put the dorm to
bed spot on 9 .15!

Thankfully we do get a lie in on Saturday until
8 .30 but then there's homework for a long
morning from 9.30 to 12 though we do have a
break. At 12.30 we finally get some food in our
stomachs because it's lunchtime! When we are
totally full up we stagger upstairs (again) and get
ready for the week's highlight - going to Newton
Abbot to do some shopping for "essentials" such
as chocolate, fizzy drinks, sweets, biscuits . . .! We
finish off the day with a video and then bedtime
at 9 .30.
We are up and out of bed by 8 .45 on Sunday, in
the dining room for breakfast by 9 .00 and at 9 .40
we are in the main hall in school uniform waiting
to be checked off for the Sunday service. This is
usually held in Chamber Hall and doesn't last
very long. Afterwards we get changed into our
Sunday best : skirts, smart trousers or a dress
ready for Sunday roast dinner cooked by the one
and only lovely Jenny. After dinner (full) up the
stairs again and changed for the third time today.
(Very tiring, but you get used to it!) At 2.15 we
have a meeting to discuss what we are going to
do in the afternoon and then we do it . Like
Saturday the day ends with a video and bed at
10.00pm. All the weekly boarders come back on
Sunday night . Then on Monday the week starts
all over again!
Charlotte Hayes (Year 7)
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BOARDING! BOARDING!! BOARDING!!!

Junior Boarders - helped by Seniors - raised £20
for a "Pre-school Project" in South Africa by
selling cups of tea, coffee, orange or apple juice
with biscuits for 50p. This followed a talk with
slides at a Sunday service . Well done - especially
Iris and Zoe with their poster "poem":

"We all want tea
for fifty p.
and also a bikky
tho' crumbs are quite tricky"

Indeed they are!

Megan and Jasmine Holmes - POSING!

Have you
looked in the
mirror
recently??

Great day out at the County Show
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BOARDING! BOARDING!! BOARDING!!!

Junior Boarding House has had a
thorough modernisation of its
dormitories and bathrooms . A new
colour scheme of yellow and blue
throughout with new carpets and
showers has created a bright and
cheerful environment . The £7,500
refit has also enabled Junior House
to gain another new dormitory to
cater for the larger number of
Junior boarders now arriving .

All right, Lizzie, you can come out now,
they've all gone

Not to be outdone but more informally and a good deal cheaper the senior Boarders had a go at
redecorating their Common room

You're supposed
to put the paint
on the wall,
George . . .

Well done everyone - had you thought of painting and decorating
as a career?

Is that what you call a distress
ed

paint effect ? Look, ambidextrous,
spell that?)

	

(how do you



BOARDING - as the sixth form sees it
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PRINCESS DAISY DOES HER BIT
When Year Nine went to visit Treyarnon Bay on a surfing weekend, Daisy, Miss Evans' dog (as
if you didn't know!), had several near death experiences . Throughout the trip we were all sure
that her mission was to kill us as well as herself . Her
first attempt was to get herself locked in the school
mini bus . This would have been all right but
unfortunately someone had left the keys locked in
the minibus as well . Eventually the AA came to her
rescue and she was freed . The next day she had a
sudden urge to jump into the freezing cold pool . It
was so deep she nearly drowned, not to mention get
hypothermia. Luckily she appears to have had a
couple of swimming lessons so she survived - just.
Finally we came close to murdering her . As we all
know she has a maid to attend to her every need but
we were not fully prepared for the trouble she
caused us . Although the rock pool where we went swimming was enclosed by beautiful scenery,
it was surrounded by very uneven rocks leading up to the path above . When we came to leave
the beach after a few happy hours fooling around, splashing and sun-bathing, we realised that not
only did we have to carry towels, clothes and surfboards back over the rocks but that Daisy
expected to be carried as well! Our bare knees and feet suffered agonies as we carried Princess
Daisy up that never-to-be-forgotten rock-strewn pathway. Grrrrrr! ! ! !
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Childhood memories	 Year Nine

SEA . . ..
As far as I was concerned the heaving, spraying sea was the best thing to play in . I could sit on
the shore in a place where the waves would only just sweep behind me and I could try and catch
the fluffy bubbles that tickled my toes and watch as they seemed to melt through my fingers . Or,
if the sea wasn't too cold, I
could just dive right down
into the gilded waves and
let the gurgling, flicking
whales' trails of water
scoop me off my feet as the
current surged under me
then placed my feet firmly
back on the sand again
ready for the next "ride".
The waves were such fun:
you could jump over them,
splash in them, drift and
float in them or duck your
head under and let them
rumble-tumble you around
in great torrents of foam in
the safe knowledge that just as you would start to crave air they would always whoosh beyond
you and forget about you . An eternity of golden ripples - the sea was an unexplored wonder.
Georgia Robinson
(Year 9)

	 AND SAND
The sand lay in huge mounds
ready to be thrown so that it
scattered everywhere like dust
glittering in the sun . You could
jump in it and sink, feeling grit
in between your toes like
sandpaper, or build with it
making enormous fortresses
which could be destroyed with a
quick movement . You could
bury things in it and watch as the
grains of sand slithered silently
inwards, or pick it up in your
clothes to weigh you down. You
could draw in it, or hold it only

to see it run away in the same moment . You could put your head in it and come up camouflaged
with it falling around you, or make mountains which never seemed to grow taller . You could let
it fall from a height onto a hard surface and listen to the noise it made as it hit and rebounded
like a living tennis ball . It is a substance you can't confine, hide in or properly build or draw
with, but it is that that makes it so fascinating.
Jo Mann
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YOUNG ENTERPRISE "THE THREE Cs"

Young Enterprise is a national educational
organisation formed in 1963 to forge links
between schools and industry . Its aim is for
young people to develop practical business
experience and personal development through
the running of a miniature company. Last year
some 40,000 students aged between 15 and 19
participated in over 3,000 Young Enterprise
companies.
Thirteen of Stover's Year 12 students decided
to create a company which would manufacture
and market Candles, Cushions and Cards -
hence "The Three Cs" - which would sell well
in the initial run up to Christmas but also
could be sold for the rest of the year . All the
members of the team took on roles such as
marketing and finance directors,
administration etc . as well as being employees
of the company. To finance the project each
member had to sell seventy shares to fellow
students, staff, friends and relatives.
Successful? The following letter from The
Three Cs as well as the final exam results (1
distinction, 4 credits and 8 passes) speak for
themselves .

Dear Shareholder,
We would like to thank you for your
contribution to "The Three Cs" It is due to
your support that we have been able to make,
market and sell our products so successfully.
One of our main objectives as a company has
been to be able to repay our shareholders and
this we are pleased to do . You will also be glad
to know that we donated our profits to our
chosen charity, The Whitley Wildlife Trust at
Paignton Zoo.
During the company's period of operation we
have won two prizes, one at a Victorian
evening for our period costume and the other
at Paignton Zoo for our enthusiasm! We felt
that, even though we did not win the Young
Enterprise presentation, our personal
achievements and company accomplishments
outweigh this . We are happy to announce that
we are the first Young Enterprise company at
Stover which has managed to pay back the
shareholders in full, as well as support a
charity!
Having had the pleasure of working together
as directors of the company we believe that all
of us have completed our objective of
"learning by doing" and have also enjoyed
ourselves immensely.
Thank you from all the directors of The Three
Cs

Lorna Deas, Emma Donaldson, Caroline
Exley, Felicity Harding, Maja Mitrovica, Ines
Pepler, Esther Rae, Danielle Senior, Catherine
Sulzmann, Dorothy Sulzmann, Lisa Tulloch,
Julia Wingate, Lucie Wootton Year 12
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Communication with a Difference

Since September of last year a group of about 20 girls have been (earning the
basics of sign language. We have met every Tuesday and have enjoyed improving
our 'conversational' sign and endeavoured to translate rhymes and carols into
sign. Within the group we have also looked at some issues that affect deaf people
and have tried to understand the difficulties that everyday life presents a non-
hearing person; spelling phonetical ly, enjoyment of music ) fire alarms and being a
pedestrian in traffic. Learning to sign is not the only purpose of these sessions;
creating a Deaf Awareness is also of paramount importance.
In January of 2000 T.O.A.D.S. put on an excellent performance of 'Children of a
lesser God' and a group of 15 of us were lucky enough to be able to attend a fully
signed version especially put on for a deaf audience. The play is about a young,
feisty, deaf woman coming to terms with her relationships with her hearing family
and teachers. She is rebellin against the 'Oral' approach, which was prevalent at
the time where it was felt thje only way for a deaf person to succeed was for them
to be able to talk, and signing was considered quite second rate . Today 'Total
Communication' is considered far more favourable) where signing along with
whatever vocalisation can be managed is encouraged . The play was action paced
and thankfully in the 'Total Communication' ethic, fully oralized as well as signed,
which meant the whole audience, deaf and hearing alike, could understand the plot.
It was a marvellous evening) which was thoroughly enjoyed by all.
At the end of this term on the 3r'

July a group of children and staff from The
Royal West of England School for the Deaf were invited to Stover for a picnic and
tour of the school and grounds by some of our signing group. We had a wonderful
picnic by the lake and fed the ducks with the (eft over sandwiches . It gave our girls
the opportunity to use their sign language first hand and to share the glorious
scenery that few not familiar with Stover witness. We shall be following this up
with a visit to their school in Exeter later in July for their sports day . Hopefully
it will give the girls involved a remarkable insight into deaf education) and for
those girls doing their Duke of Edinburgh, it will help p to fulfil the 'skiffs' element of
their award.
I congratulate all those girls involved with sign language this year; they have
taken the step towards promoting communication with deaf people by putting in
the time and effort to become 'deaf aware' . You have been a pleasure to work with.
Thank you .

	

Jillian Wilce
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The teacher at the school is
Mme. Winston's niece . We
all picked a piece of paper to
decide who had which person.
I chose a sweet little girl
called Laura Bemeny . In my
first letter I wrote her I asked
her lots of questions about
her school and what things
she liked. I haven't had a
reply yet but I'm really
excited to hear what she says.
When she does reply I will
send a photo of myself in my
next letter. Christina

Philipe a Arnage, pres du Mans

THE FRENCH CONNECTION Tertre Rouge

Year Six
ligne

	

have linked
droi

	

up with a class
des

	

boys and girls
start( s from Arnage in

northern France.
vira

	

Arnage is near the

	

ligne droite des
Ford> famous 24 hour race

	

Hunaudieres
track at Le Mans . We ha

received photos and infor-
mation about the French
pupils . We all have a pen pal
from this class and we have
sent letters to them . Emma

has even exchanged
e mails with

her friend
virage d'Arnage \ Christelle . / Bosse de

Mulsanne
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SMILERS!!
HISTORY
Q. What was the date of General Franco's death?
A. Uuuummmm, well . . . .I know what he had for breakfastl

EXCUSES, EXCUSES!
"The printer memory has reached its full capacity and cannot process data any more"
(Any use, Year 10?)
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TO MOLDOVA - WITH LOVE FROM STOVER!
Morning assembly at Stover usually follows a
set formula, but today we realised as we took
our seats in front of a big slide screen instead
of the usual forbidding row of teachers, was
clearly going to be different . Mr Scudder, of
the charity, Christian Response in Europe, had
come to tell us about life in Moldova since the
break up of the USSR. Moldova is a small
country to the north of the Black Sea, formerly
part of the Soviet bloc and most of us were
ashamed to admit that we had never heard of
it. Actually, Mr Scudder didn't need to tell us
anything . The disturbing, moving and
sometimes shocking images he presented on
the screen told their own story of the hardships
and deprivation Moldova's warped economy
has inflicted on its people. It is hugely ironic
that the material standard of living in Moldova
was in many ways better under the Communist
regime.

Photographs that showed young children
wearing their only set of clothes pricked our
consciences and made us realise what we do
have here at Stover. Many of the schools in
Moldova have no source of heat and, in a
country where the average winter temperature
falls way below freezing, it is impossible for
the pupils to study. Water and electricity are
regularly cut off and teachers have not
received their salaries for many months . Many
school pupils in Britain (myself included)
simply throw down their expensive uniforms

with a "So what? I hated that old thing!"
attitude . Learning about Moldova certainly
made us all appreciate what we have.

There was consequently a unanimous decision
to create an active link with Moldova, and the
most obvious thing to do was to pair up with a
school there . School number twenty in
Chisinau, the capital of Moldova, was keen to
create a link, so a working party of about
twenty pupils under the guidance of Mme
Winston attended fortnightly meetings to
discuss how to co-ordinate the partnership.
School No. 20 is a typical Moldovan school
with typical Moldovan problems . It was
initially built for 600 pupils but now has to
accommodate about 1,300 . As a result of
insufficient classroom space the school works
two shifts : half the students have lessons from
8 am until 2 pm, and the other half from 2 pm
until 8 pm. Many of the staff work through
both shifts . The school specialises in theatre
and choreography and is run by a
headmistress, Tatiana Nagnibeda with six
deputies.
Many of us were apprehensive at the start -
afraid that we might appear patronising or
superior with our photographs of Stover and
its wonderful facilities . However, once our
first reply arrived we realised that this
wouldn't be the case and that the pupils of
School No 20 were just as interested in our
school as we were in theirs . Mr Bujak sent the
school a video player and television which
were greatly appreciated especially as it was
the only set for 1,200 pupils . The venture has
started to look much more promising now that
the Moldovan school has been connected to
the Internet, and Stover has received e-mails
from sixth formers anxious to communicate
with the outside world . However the e-mail
link may prove difficult to sustain as School
No 20 doubts if it can continue to afford the
monthly Internet charges.
The Sixth form decided to ask each form or
tutor group to contribute a folder of
photographs, letters and general information
which could be sent to Moldova . Some of us
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are maintaining the link on more of an
individual basis with the setting up of pen
friendships . Another initiative was for each
pupil in the school to bring in an item or pack
of children's socks, t-shirts and underwear -
items which are very cheap here and very hard
to get there . We are so used to clean underwear
- just imagine what it must be like not to be
able to take it for granted! Thanks to everyone
who made this effort such a success . In June a
collection of clothing, stationery, bedding and
toiletries was made to go on a long haul trip in
a lorry Mr Scudder was taking over himself.
All the year groups are now involved which
makes the Moldovan Link a real achievement.

Olesya, who is now studying Modern
Languages at Trinity College Cambridge,

helps load the Stover minibus with
donated goods for the trip to Moldova.

Olesya Dimitracova, a former pupil of Stover,
who is from Moldova, visited us in June and
gave us her personal account of the state of her
country and it wasn't a happy story . We are
glad that we are doing something that we hope
helps . We can only hope that conditions in the
future will start to become more bearable and
that standards of living will begin to return to
those the Moldovan people used to enjoy.

J .Wingate with information from Olesya
Dmitricova

Our first contact with School No 20 came in the form of an e-mail from the Head, Tatiana Nagnibeda

From us to Stover school . Hello our dear friends!
We are very glad to meet you and to know that you pay us so much attention .We received
all your gifts for our school and we were amazed and very happy to know that in such a
hard time there are those who can help other people.
All our collective of teachers and pupils are very grateful to you for such a wonderful thing.
For us that means such a lot : a TV set, the video, the books and other things which will be
used by our children who will imagine that they are close to the English pupils . A lot of
children were happy about that and they send you a big thank you . With great interest
they will read the letters of the English pupils, and there is a group of children from our
school who will collaborate with them . I think that it will be interesting for all of us and we
will have great pleasure to communicate . In a short time we will send you more information
about the school and about the functions of the Director and the teachers'
We want to tell you again from all our school a big thank you!
Goodbye!
With all my respect
Tatiana

Alapacas

	

Leyna Beasley
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ABERGAVENNY -A FIELD TRIP TO
REMEMBER!

This year's Abergavenny field trip was a
bit different in more ways than one! For a
start we shared it, very successfully, with
a group of geographers from Dartmouth
Community College . On arrival at school
we were met with smoke pouring from the
roof and fire engines in the drive . Luckily
this turned out to be a smoky boiler and
not a major conflagration . Eventually we
got going but halfway there Dartmouth's
mini bus decided to break down so we
offered them a ferry service . Finally, to
celebrate an enjoyable few days, we
finished up with a football match! Most of
all it was great fun - and we did do some
work!

	

(A.S .) Head of Geography

IMPRESSIONS OF THE FIELD TRIP.

"I actually enjoyed it which surprised me as all
I had heard from last year's Year Ten was how
hard the work was and how early we had to get
up! I think going with another school was
excellent as we met other people and shared
the work between us . I made a couple of good
friends and am keeping in touch with them.
My favourite part of the trip had to be going
down the "Big Pit" coal mine . It was totally
dark and we had a really friendly and jolly
guide who sung every song he could think of
including "I love Laura" which made poor
Laura's face go bright red . I enjoyed fishing
for trout at Site 4 and trying to think of names
for them.
Emma Colley

It was good to meet some different people,
but a bit scary at first when we did not know
any of them and were put in a bus with all the
girls and then into mixed groups and got
separated, shock, shock, horror, horror! But
we survived and made some new friends . It
was s0000 embarrassing when we had to wear
our waterproofs . Aaaarrgh! ! ! And in front of
everyonel
Sigourney Kiddy

The worst thing about our field trip to Wales
was having to dig around in rivers to find as
many different types of invertebrates as we
could. Luckily though we were in groups of
three or four so I didn't actually have to hold
any of the insects.
Caroline Peters

At Site 1 we gathered into our groups with
rather less enthusiasm than we had when we
had woken up that morning . With our
equipment and our fashionable yellow rubber
gloves on we searched for invertebrates . After
half an hour our feet were numb and our
fingers were turning into ice cubes. As a
result, trying to eat our lunch was rather
amusing. Some of the time we found we were
eating our fingers as we didn't know they were
there.
After a dozen awful sketches and a lot of loud
complaints we jumped into the nice warm
minibus to go to the next site leaving the rest
of the group waiting in the cold for the bus to
come back
Maria Glendinning

I remember at the end of last term Year Ten
went on a field trip and now it's our turn . I was
so worried about it because I didn't know what



it would be like there and whether I would get
used to it or not. I was so pleased that I worked
with a group who always talked to me and
helped each other out . We did have fun
together and I made a lot of new friends . It
was nice to meet other people from a different
school and work together as a big group.
Marcia Li

The Geography field trip was the first trip for
me at Stover and although we certainly had a
panicky start, what with the school apparently
on fire and fire engines turning up and causing
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chaos, the trip was actually very enjoyable
although hard work! We all got on very well
with the pupils from Dartmouth and will keep
in touch with them. We had a slight problem
with the Dartmouth bus . It seemed fine at first
but the next thing we knew the bonnet was
smoking! Two fires on one trip, oh dear!! But
everyone kept calm and the teachers and the
AA got everything under control - as usual!
All in all a very enjoyable and memorable trip.
Laura Lyons

GEOGRAPHY SMILERS!
Q . Which element of the weather is measured by an anemometer?
A . Sunbathing!

Q . What is the name of the major mountain range which lies partly in Nepal?
A . The Pirinies

There is hardly any rain in July and the farms must be interrogated	
• The sky crapers of San Francisco are well worth seeing 	
• One conman problem in Taiwan is 	
• There are grassy savannahs and marshy territory with dense corpses	
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VIVE L' ENTENTE CORDIALE!
Our Exchange Visit to Vire, Normandy
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GIRLS FROM YEARS 7 & 8 VISITED THE NORMANDY
BATTLEFIELDS AND STAYED WITH HOST FAMILIES TO
IMPROVE THEIR FRENCH SKILLS
- (And had a lot of fun!)

Allez les fines!
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Amsterdam (or anywhere . . .?)

(Following a very successful trip to Paris last year, the Geography and Art Department
organised a Sixth form cultural visit, involving 25 girls, to Amsterdam in February. We had
developed an itinerary which offered a general view of the city, of interest to all, as well as
incorporating specific visits to enhance A-level studies in geography and Art . Julia Wingate
reports - with a little help from Mrs Smith .)

So there we were at Amsterdam's airport,
Schipol, we being Stover's Sixth Form
geographers and artists, raring to go and ready to
face the city and all it had to offer. However,
there was something fundamental missing.
Dorothy's luggage, (which was quite happily
winging its way to Morocco .) Abandoning Mrs
Smith and Dorothy to sort this one out, the rest of
us caught the train to Central Station where our
heartless teachers forced us to walk all the way to
the Dam Straat Hotel, our pad for the next four
days . Of course we all complained bitterly:
"Can't we catch a tram or summink?" It was only
later on in our stay that we discovered just how
erratic the tram system actually was . With
hindsight, it was probably just as well that the
teachers didn't attempt to cram 26 crabby
teenagers plus 26 crabby teenagers' worth of stuff
onto a tram.
That evening Mr Dunbar, who appeared to know
Amsterdam's highways and byways pretty well,
gave us the guided tour. We filed through the red
light district and were ushered swiftly past the
non-coffee "coffee shops" . ("Safe" drugs are
tolerated in the Netherlands .) For food we went
to a very Dutch restaurant and the non-veggies
tried pickled herring and various other
Amsterdam specialities . Dorothy was happily
united with her well-travelled baggage the next
morning and the rest of us came down bleary-
eyed for a breakfast of cheese and ham. (Well,
that's what you get in Euro-land) .

The geographers and the artists stayed together
for Sunday morning and visited Coster Diamonds
(very high - sorry, irresistible. Ed.) A replica of
the British coronation crown was on display as
well as jewellery well beyond our price range!
Next we went to the Van Gogh Museum . By
lunchtime the geographers felt a little over- Van
Goghed and went off to the East Canal Ring
where we studied the De Pijp, a nineteenth
century working class area which is now home to
the Albert Cuypmarkt, Amsterdam's largest street
market. Meanwhile the artisits were doing their
thing

	

at

	

the
Stedelijk Museum
of Modern Art - the
equivalent of
ourbTate gallery.
They finished the
day at a stunning
exhibition of
Islamic art, which
included fountains
playing and caged
birds singing .

"Do you notice how the eyes
follow you round the room?"

For dinner on this and subsequent evenings, we
were all allowed to go out in groups to find our
own eateries . The problem, however, was
choosing. Amsterdam boasts a fine repertoire of
brasseries and restaurants, eat-ins and take-
aways, fast food and fine cuisine from Mexican
burritos to gin and herring . By the way, the
language was never actually a problem as
everyone in Amsterdam seemed to speak
English. On the rare occasion when someone
didn't understand, hand gestures seemed to work
just fine.
On Monday, much to the fury of the geographers,
the artists got to soak up culture and the arts in
the warm environment of the Riijksmuseum and

EURO

BREK
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house of Rembrandt . Well, they weren't forced to
traipse around the city in Arctic conditions
studying office buildings and counting
pedestrians, were they? (Bitter, moi?) But the
urban planning exhibition at the City Hall was
fascinating. (Truly!) The most remarkable new
development is the new community of Ijburg
which is to rise from the waters of the Ijsselmeer
over the next few years, thanks to the ingenuity
and audacity of Dutch engineers .Both groups
visited Ann Frank's house in the Jordaan on
Monday afternoon . It is almost bare having been
stripped of its contents after the Franks were
discovered by the Germans . The crowds of
visitors meant it was less atmospheric than
perhaps we had expected, but it really gave an
extra dimension to her moving diary for those of
us who had read it.
Our last full day was Tuesday . The artists visited
the Allard pierson Museum and the Tropen
Museum "Rhythm, dance and Time" exhibition.
Meanwhile, the tormented, frostbitten
geographers paid a visit to Bijlmermeer, a 1970s
public housing development in the south - eastern
suburbs . While Bijlmermeer is hardly on the
normal tourist circuit, being made up of
depressing tower blocks and renowned for its
drug and violence problem, it offers A level
candidates a great deal of useful material,

although at the time those A level students were
far from impressed with the place! We arrived
after a walk taking in the brand new arena
Stadium which is playing host to some of this
summer's Euro 2000 matches and saw a slide
show on the redevelopment of Bijlmermeer.
Our last port of call was Entrepotdok, a
nineteenth century warehouse area which, from
1849, was declared a customs free zone for goods
in transit . It has since been developed into
fashionable apartments . After lunch we were
dismissed from our academic duties and hit the
shops . . . .a very important part of our cultural
visit!
Arriving at the airport for our homeward flight
we could hardly believe that it had actually been
cancelled because of fog earlier that day!
However, we did get back eventually. In spite of
that the trip was a great success . The teachers
seemed to become more human and let their hair
down a bit (those who had it, anyway .)
Amsterdam's tall terraced houses loom over the
barge-lined grid system of canals, casting
shadows over the still waters with their freight of
ducks (and the odd take away carton) These
impressions, with the intermingled scents of
water, smoke and international cuisine, are ones
that will remain with me a long time.

Julia Wingate

	

(L6)
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"THE %FASTEN RON2E AGE AND THE
ROTTEN ROMANS	 "

GRIMSPOUND.
This visit eventually went ahead after the first

one was cancelled due to poor weather - we could
have got lost in the fog! Miss King and Miss
Young took us and the dogs came too! It was a
beautiful sunny day when we eventually got there
and, as you can see from the photo, we really
enjoyed it . It was a great way to spend a Friday
afternoon.
Grimspound is a Bronze Age settlement on
Dartmoor and is about 4000 years old. At one
time it was a busy community of people and
animals . Now it is a collection of hut circles with
a huge wall round it . Miss King made us walk
around the outside to see just how big it is . We
had a booklet to fill in about the site and then we
climbed up Hookney Tor to get a bird's eye view
of the whole site . It is amazing to think that
people actually lived here as even on the warm
afternoon in March it was quite windy.
We returned to school, windswept and happy . We
decided that all future History lessons should be
outside (at least when the weather is sunny!)

BATH.
On Monday April 3rd Years Three and Six
boarded the big gray coach for the journey to
Bath. The purpose of the visit was a history trip
to see the remains of this famous Roman city and
go to the Baths themselves . Our teachers, Miss
King, Mme. Winston and Miss Pannell took us .

When we arrived in Bath we were dropped off at
the Museum. We were ushered into an old
building. It was grand and the architecture was
amazing . The museum gave us a teaching session
where we handled objects like a Roman ear
cleaner which was nearly 2000 years old! Then
we had lunch in the Guildhall where Miss King
took a group photo of us.
After lunch we went back to the Baths and had a
guided tour . It was very busy in the museum but
we saw the Sacred Spring and many remains of
the baths . We saw the Great Bath, full and big
like a swimming pool with warm (green) water in
it from the spring . It was lined with lead . The way
the Romans took their baths all together was
described to us and it must have taken a long time
to have a bath in this way.
Later we went to the museum of costume and

saw all the fashions going back in time - but not
as far back as the Romans!
The best bit of the day was eating lots of sweets,
going to the Baths and the Costume Museum.
The worst bit was the awful weather . It was so
wet Miss King gave us white bin liners to put on
our heads like bonnets so we didn't get wet!! It
was so cold that it started to snow!!! We loved
that bit though and we got safely back to Stover
at 6 pm .
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Miss Evans Meets Her Fate

Form 9E (with a little help from 9S) had a
great success this November with their
outstanding entry for the Construct-a Guy
competition . Not so much a Guy Fawlkes
more a Miss Evans Fawlkes!
We all met on Saturday morning at Lucy's
farm to attempt to create our amazing
replica . Everyone had brought some
contribution along, from pink cardigans and
yellow anoraks to wellie boots - all with
Miss Evans in mind, of course! We set to
work and eventually created a masterpiece
(although for some reason Miss Evans
didn't seem to agree .)

She was stuffed with straw and seemed
complete when we realized something was
missing . Sellotaped glasses, of course! This
was soon sorted out, but she still didn't
seem right . That was it - we'd left out
Daisy! This was harder to solve . After many
attempts at a straw dog we decided to try
and find one in a charity shop (and left Lucy
to sort it out .)

After spending a week in a shed Miss Evans
Fawlkes arrived at school on the morning of
the competition and cast a discerning eye
over her opponents including Mr Topley,
some of the groundsmen and many other
members of staff, all of which we had to
admit, were pretty good. We didn't think we
had much chance of winning, but due to our
creation's remarkably exact resemblance to
Miss Evans we did, and received a box of
chocolates which was much appreciated!
(9E)

INTER HOUSE MUSIC
COMPETITION

Poor Miss Farleigh, all flustered and hot
Thinking that maybe we might just not
Sing properly and clearly, loud and strong
And that one of the scholars might just get
it wrong.
All of the pupils quivering with nerves.
"Can't wait 'til the interval to eat the
ORDER VES. "
Louise and Lucy were great on their flutes
Such a lovely arrangement of Mozart's
toots!
Anon
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FOOD . GLORIOUS FOOD!

MY YEAR WITHOUT SAUERKRAUT by Ines Pepler (L6)

Of course my reason for coming to Stover was not to study English haute cuisine which doesn't have
a good reputation in Germany! I was told before I came, "If you want to eat well you should have
breakfast three times a day." But I soon realised that I do eat well here - and much more than just a
good breakfast! I had my first experiences of English food before I came to Stover . In England my
problem is to understand the menu . Once I read "toad in the hole".
According to my dictionary toads are poisoned mushrooms, (or is
that toadstools?) and how is it possible to eat a hole? I can't tell
what this dish tastes like because I didn't dare order it . It was
a long time before I realised that in Germany this dish is called
"Fried sausage in a dressing gown"!
The word "chips" exists in Germany as well but there it means "crisps".
I have already learned this difference in school . What I didn't learn was
the definition of pudding . In Germany, pudding is chocolate mousse.
When I ordered "black pudding" in an English restaurant I was
convinced I was going to get chocolate mousse, one of my favourite dishes . You can imagine how
surprised and disappointed I was when I got English black pudding! The waiter must have thought
these Germans are strange people, what they like to eat for dessert . . . .!
At the beginning of my time at Stover I found the taste of some of the food rather strange . The bread
is white and soft, not like in Germany where it is often black and sour. You cook your potatoes and
vegetables less and don't add as much spice and butter to increase the taste as we do.
But in time I got used to the English cuisine, just like the English language . The catering here is as
good as where I was before at my German day school . (Anyway, I haven't missed the sauerkraut!)

LEITH COOKERY COURSE

July 2000 saw the culmination of the two-year Leith Cookery Course which began in September 1998.
This was a pilot project and was opened up to both Sixth Form and parents . It continued to be a very
popular option this year and all fourteen members successfully completed their coursework
assignments and final examination under the guidance of Mrs Collinge . The final scores came out as
one distinction, four merits and seven passes . Well done!

Leith finalists anxiously awaiting the results!
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WARNING!! Puddings Plus Potatoes = Putting on Pounds! By Ariel Li

0000•

I remember the very first time I came to the dining room for my first supper, I was amazed by the food.
It not only looked so yummy but it was all new to me. I remember my first supper was a plate of
chicken pie . To be honest I had never had pie as a main meal before . All I had ever had was apple pie
in MacDonalds!
Apple pie as pudding - that's the English food I still like the most. It was a bit weird when I first tasted
the pudding with custard. I found it delicious afterwards though . The other pudding I really like is
bread and butter pudding, it's golden outlook is so attractive . The bread has become crispy and sweet
and when it's served with custard it's extremely yummy. Lots of other hot puddings like apple crumble,
rice pudding, chocolate cake are all my favourites . Blimey, I gained so much weight after only one
term!!!!
If we have rice as our national food, then potatoes must be the national food for England because you
have potatoes every day, but thank goodness in so many different ways of cooking . You have jacket
potatoes, chips, boiled potatoes, mashed potatoes, fried potatoes etc . Besides just potatoes, the second
most familiar food you see is fish and chips . There's a tradition that you have fish and chips every
Friday. That's quite nice though . If you can ignore the food being sometimes a bit greasy, a bit boring
and a bit too fattening, you'll love it really.
I am leaving Stover this year, but I will always remember the food I had here - the pizzas, spaghetti,
chicken, all sorts of pies, and of course the puddings! Also loads of thanks to Jenny and to Simon the
chef who gave us all the choices we wanted with a smile.

OUR ESTUARY AT NIGHT

From land to water to land is our view,
It's shiny, slithery and sparkling like dew.
When the weather is calm, the waves are so few
If storms were about, then we never knew.

The darkness here is not always black,
The moon often shines to lighten our track.
Reflections on water, light shines in a crack,
Helping night creatures to find their way back.

There's a sharp awakening to end the night,
Seagulls are screeching for their morning bite
As the fishermen show their starboard green light.
The night is over, the day will be bright.

Annabel Jenks Year 7

Gannets

	

Elizabeth Turner
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The Chinese Mid- Autumn Festival is also
known as the Moon Festival and the dates vary
each year as it follows the Chinese lunar
calendar. This year it was on the 29th of
September . On this day family members will
gather together to have dinner. But as we
Cantonese girls at Stover could not go home to
be with our families we cooked our own meal
instead - Chinese dishes of course! Lemon
Chicken by Mandy Choi, Shrimp Fried Egg by
Marcia Li and lots of others . We invited our
special guest, Mrs Collinge, to join the party.
After the meal everyone took a colourful
lantern in their hand for photographs . We
won't forget our Moon Festival celebrations at
Stover.
Eleanor Ma

Ch'ang-o, the Moon goddess . She holds the hare who lives
in the moon.

Michael Owen
Wrote a poem
The rest of the team
Weren't very keen

Enid Blyton
Lived in Brighton
Writing books
And forgetting about her looks

Gary Lineker
Ate salt and vinegar
All day long
Which made him strong

Charles Dickens
Kept chickens
When they died
The chickens got fried
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LONELY

aoDL I
As lonely as.

.

	

. a coin in the gutter
As some bread without the butter
As an hour hand on a clock
As a hen without a cock

As a wolf without a friend
As a DIY man with nothing to mend
As a pin without a needle
As a whine without a wheedle

As a sow without a hog
As a sheep without a dog
As a book without a reader
As a garden with no weeder

As a bird without Bill Oddie
As some coal without a hoddie
As a naked winter tree
As a you without a me

Keisha Taylor Year 7

THE THINGS TEACHERS SAY!

"In your work you need to be fruity, zany and zesty, with a
little splash of 0000hhh! and a little dab of aaaahhhh!" GD

"OK turn to page vingt cinq, OK? Non, attendez, j'ai laisse mes
livres dans le staff room . . . .be back in a minute, d'accord?" EE

"No, hooded tops are NOT smart office wear!" MB

"AAARRAAGGHHHEEEEIGGHHHHEEEEHAAHHAAHH
HAHAHNNNARRGNGNGH! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Fourteen hours???????
I expected you to do it last night! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! JJ

(Further contributions always gratefully received !)
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YOU'RE IN THE ARMY NOW!
When I first joined the Devon and Dorset ACF I was struck by the great similarity between what is
expected of a cadet and what is expected of a Stover pupil! Read through the following list and see if you
agree!
1. Be smartly turned out, both in your uniform and in your normal clothes
2. Read and comply with notices and orders put up on the notice board
3. Obey orders - if they seem unfair obey them and complain afterwards
4. Have good manners and behave as would be expected of a cadet
5. Treat other people's property with respect ; prevent damage and vandalism
6. Have a soldierly bearing and wear your uniform correctly at all times
7. Keep fit, play and work hard, take part in sport and games
8. Work in the Detachment as you should do at home - be prepared to help with

chores without being asked
9. Clean up behind you, put things away ; be tidy, don't rely on others.
10 Never be afraid of doing more than you have been asked to do

Surprised? Of course it makes a lot of sense - in both instances all you are being asked to do is to behave
in a mature and responsible way as part of a community . I would encourage any Stover girl to join the
ACF. Why? You learn a variety of skills, participate in many excellent activities - sailing, wind-surfing,
abseiling, scuba-diving to name but a few - take on responsibilities, it's highly regarded on your CV - and
it's a lot of fun!
I recently went on a Spring camp at Penhale to train for my three star and Junior Cadet Instructors cadre
(JCIC) It consisted of five days of hard training . We woke up at 5am and lessons began at Sam finishing
at 8 pm. However, don't be fooled into thinking our day was over then . Billets had to be cleaned, uniform
had to be pressed and I had to prepare for an assessment on Method of Instruction (MOI) . The evening
ended at midnight - which definitely did not leave enough time to catch up on the much-needed beauty
sleep! Yes it was hard work but it was also tremendous fun : being able to fire a light support weapon and
play "toy soldiers" in the sand dunes with a rifle is extremely exhilarating! We often plan our exercises
with trip wires and smoke pellets to make it more realistic and exciting . I passed my three-star and JCIC
with the highest mark in the group for "skill at arms" and physical training and I got promoted soon after
- so it was well worth the effort . Trained instructors accompany all activities and many weekend events
are at a very reasonable price - a lot cheaper than if you went with a civilian organisation.

There is the opportunity to become a Non Commissioned Officer (NCO) . With this authority comes
responsibility . As the senior cadet NCO in your unit you have the heaviest responsibilities which are yours
at all times, both on and off parade even when engaged in all other activities where cadets are involved
or it is known that you are a member of the ACF . To become an NCO not only must you have a good
knowledge of all the military subjects but you must be able to impart this information to others, holding
their interest and making sure they learn from your instruction . Every cadet has the opportunity to earn
promotion. The skills and ability you require can only be developed by training and practice through the
cadet ranks.
One exercise I will never forget was taking command of a section and leading them into an attack on the
scrubland near our detachment . I shouted the order to get down and observe then dived for the ground
only to be greeted with a rather large pile of - how can I put this - dog mess . Carrying out the rest of the
attack wasn't too pleasant for me or the rest of my section!
And finally, I would like to quote the ACF prayer, again very reminiscent of the ideas expressed in our
school motto.
"Our Heavenly Father, who has brought us together as members of the Army Cadet Force, help us to do
our duty at all times, and be loyal to each other. May all that is good and true prosper among us ; strengthen
us to defend the right; and bless our work that it may be acceptable to thee ."
Lorna Deas Year 12
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RESULTS
SENIOR
Silver . Eleanor Ma, Lucie Wootton

Bronze . Petya Mintcheva

INTERMEDIATE
Best in school:

	

Emma Colley

Silver : Kate Corner, Katie Lau, Leyna Beasley, Georgia Robinson, Iris Yan

Bronze : Esther Choi, Grace Bennet, Lucy Weston, Kenji Ho, Jackiline Tsang,

Camilla Smallwood, Natasha Oates, Emily Monk, Zoe Lau, Esther Truman

JUNIOR
Gold certificate and Best in School .

	

Keisha Taylor

Silver :

	

Jennefer Colley

Bronze :

	

Alice Hyland, Zoe Swift, Gemma Bishop, Kathryn Hendy

Ed's comment . I was very taken with the reminder on the front of the question paper : "Your answer

sheet will be read only by a dumb machine" . I always prefer those, they don't make sarcastic remarks

about your hopelessly wrong answers.

And here are some of my favourite questions (Remember maths is really, really useful in real life!)

Q "J is the set of High Court judges : K is the set of living things beginning with k ; L is the set of

all living creatures; M is the set of brilliant mathematicians . Kevin is a very ordinary kangaroo . In

which of the five regions A-E of the accompanying diagrams does Kevin belong?"

I think we can safely assume that Kevin is neither a high court judge nor a brilliant mathematician -

but then again, I never was very good at maths . On the other hand, I have a lot of empathy with this

question: "I made just enough sticky treacle mixture to exactly fill " (Aaaargh! Split infinitive!) a

square tin of side 12 inches . But all I could find were two 8 fi inch square tins . How well would the

mixture fit?" Well, I can tell you the answer to that - it won't and you'll have two messy tins, a bowl

and most of the work surface to clear up afterwards . Now where do I collect my medal? Ed.

And just to show I'm not biased, here are some smilers from the English Department:

• "The syntax of the poem is put together really well, as if someone is deeply in love with

someone like a poet, it is a good way to show that you love them ."

• "I think fate was responsible for the tragedy and that Romeo and Juliet were never meant to be ."

• "Nancy is a nurse who is abcessed with her work"

V- I L L J\ IUV- VA VA'ICAL C -ALLE GE
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COQDIE TEN BOOM

"THE HIDING PLACE"

Several girls, accompanied by Mr and Mrs Elce, went to see this amazing stage adaptation of Corrie
Ten Boom's life, written and performed by the Salt Mine Theatre company . Corrie Ten Boom was the
daughter of a Dutch watchmaker who because of his Christian beliefs hid Jews in his house near
Amsterdam during the German occupation of Holland in the Second World War . Corrie, her sister and
her father were all taken to a concentration camp as a result but were able to forgive those who had
wronged them. Her sister and father died there but Corrie survived . Corrie was a remarkable person.
Her inspiring life and experience in the face of indescribable emotional pain and physical hardship are
a testimony to her character and faith . She devoted her later years to a world-wide ministry of speaking,
teaching and writing which lasted until her death in 1983 . You can read her moving story in the books
she wrote and can visit her house in Haarlem which still functions as a watchmakers today and also is
now a family museum . (She was, by the way, the first woman in Holland to be licensed as a
watchmaker .)
"I was ripped out of my sleep by the sound of smashing crockery and breaking glass . Seconds later,
three monsters burst into the room . . . their faces contorted into masks of raving hatred, screaming and
shouting, eyes rolling, teeth bared, jackboots kicking . They were wielding axes, sledgehammers, stones
and knives . They rushed about the room smashing, throwing, trampling . Now fear became a living
thing. It was like drowning . Quite suddenly our room was empty and we were still alive . We listened
to the silence for a long time, not daring to breathe . . ." From "The Hiding Place".
"The Lord in his love accepts us as we are, and if we are obeying Him He will work through us
whatever our circumstances ." Corrie Ten Boom

Mrs . V.Elce
Head of R .E ./P.S.E.

"THE MIRACLE MAKER"

In April we went to the cinema in Torquay to see the Miracle Maker . "We" consisted of Years 6 and 9
with Mrs Elce, MrsB and Mrs Wilce . It was a film about Jesus' life and it made the story of his life

much easier to understand than when you read it in the Bible . It made me understand more about why

Jesus came to us. The models were made of clay and they were very effective . I loved the way all of
the characters worked when they moved and the amount of detail that had gone into them . They were

so realistic and when they spoke their mouths moved at the same time . I liked the way all the characters
were different - some were scruffy, some were rich, some were poor, some were mad . The story is
absolutely amazing and I would like to see it again . When Jesus was crucified I had tears in my eyes

as it was such an emotional moment . The film moved me when Jesus rose from the dead and when he
healed Tamar. The whole atmosphere was really magical . It was a brilliant afternoon.

Rosie Erangey, Lucy Webber, Rebecca McMaster, Christina Warn, Emma Kearney, Emily Ettridge,
Kate Thompson, Stephanie Kent
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JEWISH DANCING

In the early month of May in an RE lesson on a Monday, a lady called Mrs Fallon came to teach year
Seven Jewish dancing . We all met in the Jubilee hall with our trainers on, including Mrs B.
Mrs Fallon taught us three kinds of Jewish dancing and one was a special step that means "greeting".
Jewish people dance at weddings and Bar Mitzvahs . Jewish dancing is very different from English
dancing. For shoes Mrs Fallon wears shoes rather like ballet shoes . Mrs B just had to take pictures of
us dancing - trust her to do that.
We thoroughly enjoyed the
experience though some
were better than others at
following the instructions!
Charlotte Hayes and Rachel
Marsh (7K)

VISIT TO A CHURCH AND A SYNAGOGUE

YEARS SIX AND SEVEN

The synagogue in Plymouth was built in 1772 as a place for Jews to worship There are only two
synagogues dating from the eighteenth century in Britain, one in Plymouth and one in Exeter. The
Plymouth synagogue holds up to 400 people . Nothing has been changed apart from the stained glass
windows. There are no images of people or animals in the windows or statues . There is a platform
called the Bimah where prayers are read and speeches made . There are candles round the Bimah.
Jewish men cover their heads all the time and the women sit in the gallery . The ark is where the scrolls
are stored There is always a light on in the Synagogue called the everlasting light.

St Andrews church was built for Christians and people who want to learn about God . Stained glass
windows show pictures of earth, sea, fire and air . These are the elements . Here is an enormous stained
glass window showing all the things that happened to Jesus before he died . For example, a cockerel
crowing, dice used for gambling for Jesus' clothes and possessions and also two ladders making the
sign of the cross . There is also a window showing a Catherine wheel . The wheel was set on fire and St
Catherine was killed because she believed in God . St Andrews church was once destroyed in the war
when a bomb hit it and has been rebuilt
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Musically Polyphonic
The Music Department at Stover continues to be
a busy area of the school . The musicianship

provided by the girls, both at junior and senior
level, is of a very high standard . The girls are
committed to the ensembles, choirs and
orchestras and their participation is

commendable and very much appreciated.
Peripatetic Lessons
The number of girls receiving instrumental
tuition within the junior and senior schools is
continuing to grow. Currently 154 girls have
instrumental tuition . The peripatetic staff work to
a very high standard, producing excellent
ABRSM results throughout the year . Their hard
work is greatly appreciated by everyone involved
in the music department.

Peripatetic staff:

Percussion
Piano
Piano
Piano
Piano
Cello
Violin / Viola
Clarinet / Saxophone
Flute / Voice
Flute
Brass
Guitar

Stover Music Activities
Many instrumental ensembles, choirs and
orchestral rehearsals take place on a weekly basis
(Some even start at 8 .00am) . There are five
choirs within the school and many instrumental
ensembles of graded standard . 114 girls attend
rehearsal on a weekly basis.

Weekly Musical Activities include:

Stover Singers Years 6 - 13
Senior Chamber Choir Years 10 - 13
Junior Chamber Choir Years 6 - 9
Junior School Choir Years 3- 5
Junior School Chamber Choir Years 3- 5
Chamber Orchestra Grade 4/5 & above
String Orchestra Grade 4/5 & above
String Quartet Grade 4/5 & above
String Ensemble Grade 1 - 4
Flute Trio Grade 7/8
Flute Ensemble Grade 2 & above
Clarinet Ensemble Grade 2 & above
Woodwind Ensemble Grade 2 & above
Senior Orchestra Grade 4 & above
Junior Orchestra Grade 1 - 4 (Years 2 - 7)
Brass Ensemble Grade 1 & above

Rubbish Band
Theory of Music Grade 1 & above

Miss M. Hiley
Mr J . Bryden
Miss J . Quick
Mrs A . Brown
Mrs S. Rolls
Mrs H. Wills
Miss C Hayek
Mr J. Boorer
Mrs S. Farleigh
Mrs A . Ayling
Mr A.Stark
Mr P. Hill
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Music Scholars
The music scholars at Stover make a major
contribution to the school's happy, enthusiastic
and expanding music department. Throughout
the year, the scholars with an advanced
instrumental aptitude have helped with the
younger ensembles and provided support and
encouragement lower down the school . Their
enthusiasm has been admired by many teachers
and parents.
At Stover, we are lucky to have very talented
musicians . Lucy Jones, Louise Neu and
Katherine Storrs (year 13) have played an
influential part in the life of the music department
and have provided the school with many hours of
outstanding music making . They are leaving
Stover after gaining ABRSM grade 8 distinction
on their first instrument and merit at grade 8 on
their second.
Music scholars 1999/2000:
• Lucy Jones

	

Year 13
Flute, Violin, Viola, Percussion
• Louise Neu

	

Year 13
Flute, Violin, Saxophone

Year 13

Year 11

Year 11

Year 9

Year 9

Year 9

Year 8

Year 8

Year 7

Year 6
Voice

Year 6

Year 5

Music Scholarships are awarded annually after
competitive examination held in January.
Scholarships are graded in value according to the
promise and potential of a candidate and can be
up to the value of 50% off the school fees . Free
instrumental tuition is also offered to some
candidates. The number of scholarships issued is
determined by the quality of the candidates
interviewed. There is flexible entry for music
scholarships at the ages of 10+, 13 or 16.

The accent on performance within the
department is encouraged by participation in
concerts, festivals and master classes both in and
out of school.

Music scholars will be expected to perform
regularly throughout the year.

Individual practice arrangements are made to suit
girls' musical needs and a strict practice regime is
of great importance. Girls are expected to
practise on a daily basis.

It is expected that music scholars will reach grade
6 standard by the age of 15.
Grade 7 / 8 standard is expected for scholarship
entry into the 6th form.
Girls gaining scholarships at 10+ will be
reviewed on entering years 9 and 11 . It may be
necessary for girls to re-sit the scholarship if they
wish to take their musical studies further at
GCSE level and 'A' level . For further details on
music scholarships please contact the Director of
Music.

• Katherine Storrs
Cello, Piano
• Rachel Byrnes
Voice, Piano
• Rachel Storrs
Violin, Piano
Floey Bennett

Violin, Piano
• Emma Higgin
Voice, Flute, Piano
• Natasha Oates
Violin, Piano
• Alice Hyland
Cello, Voice, Piano
• Claire Ryan
Cello, Piano
• Rachel Marsh
Voice, Violin
Rosina Erangey

Percussion, Violin,
• Christina Warn
Voice, Flute
• Harriet Beasley
Clarinet, Piano
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The Phyllis Dence Music Fund
Originally intended for music scholarships, the
music fund was first used several years ago to

sponsor an annual school concert by a young
musician . Now an annual school music award is
made in her memory and selected girls are
sponsored for musical skills development.
Aim: To broaden the girls' musical experience
and knowledge and provide opportunities to
improve their skills where it will be valuable.
This will be achieved by:
Instrumental tuition in school.
Attendance at summer schools and other outside
music courses/ workshops.
Concert-going.
School music workshops and concerts.
The use of the fund's income is managed by a
committee which includes the Head, the Director
of Music, a Governor, an Old Girl and other co-
opted members.
During the academic year, Alice Hyland (year 8)
was awarded a cheque to support her attendance
at the Devon Youth Orchestra, where she
auditioned and gained a much sought after place.
Applications for a grant can be made on a
standard form, available from the School office,
by a girl and her parent. The written support of
the Director of Music or a member of music staff
will be required .

An Evening of Music
On the 12th November, girls from the Senior and

Junior schools provided parents, Governors and
guests to a feast of musical entertainment . Along
with fifteen instrumental ensembles and choirs
which rehearse on a weekly basis, were solos
performed by girls from years 5 to 13 . A wide
repertoire was covered from Vivaldi through to

Gershwin. A highly polished evening concert was
performed and enjoyed by all.

Christmas Carol Service
The Autumn term was brought to a close with a
traditional carol service . The readings were read

by girls, parents, Governors and teaching staff.
The junior and senior orchestra combined to
accompany the congregational carol "Away in a
Manger" and the chamber orchestra and string
quartet provided musical accompaniment to
"Silent Night" and "Come to Bethlehem" by
Peter Warlock . Stover Singers worked hard
throughout the second half of term to learn some
challenging carols and as usual they performed
with musicality and feeling . The junior school
choir and Stover Singers joined together to sing
"Child in a Manger" and this moving
performance touched many of the audience.
Congregational carols were given a new
dimension with Stover Singers creating a textural
contrast using four part harmony.
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ABRSM Examinations&Festival
Results
The results from the Associated Board of The
Royal Schools of Music examinations have been
excellent this year, with many girls gaining high
merits and distinctions at all levels . Two
outstanding results were : Louise Neu (Year 13)
Grade 8 Flute - Distinction and Harriet Beasley
(Year 5) Grade 5 Clarinet - Distinction.
This year the music department entered the
Plymouth music festival and the Torbay and
South West of England music festival . Both

events were successful and proved to be a good
learning experience for all who took part.
Particular congratulations goes to Alice Hyland
who won the Dr Wray cup for the best string
performance in the Torbay and South West of
England music festival .

Inter-house Music Festival&
Scholars concert
The inter-house music festival attracted an
audience of over 500 people . The evening's
programme gave the houses an opportunity to
perform a concert repertoire which the girls

themselves had chosen and rehearsed . Each
programme featured a junior school song, junior
solo, ensemble piece, duet and the competitive

house song. Music included songs from
Broadway and West End musicals, solo and duet
music by Bach, Gluck, Mozart and Schubert and

an 'A' Level arrangement of "Send in the
Clowns" by Lucy Jones (Year 13).
Results:
Winning House :

	

Victoria
Junior House Song :

	

Victoria
Senior House Song :

	

Victoria

Best Elizabeth Performance : Ensemble
Best Mary Performance :

	

Clarinet duet
Best Victoria Performance : Flute duet
After the interval, the audience was entertained
by the music scholars . They performed a varied
programme of music from the Baroque period
through to the Twentieth Century. The standard
of performance was excellent and the girls
worked together to create a polished, slick and
musical concert .
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6TOVEQ GQOUtiD6
The grounds at Stover have always been a key feature of the school environment, admired and coveted
by many who have visited and worked here . Those of us who are keen gardeners will realise the
tremendous amount of work that has to be done to keep such lovely surroundings seemingly untouched
and in pristine condition.
The Stover Grounds Committee was set up three years ago to assist Martin and his team and, during
the interim period, several interesting projects have been initiated . These have included not just the
more formal areas but also those which have a practical purpose, such as the hockey pitch, as well as
the 'wilder' parts .

C a'
6J

Ca'
OJ

The Junior School and Orchard areas have received an extensive face-lift, with ivy being cleared from
the walls which were then repaired and capped . Several staff, Governors and parents then spent an
educational and energetic afternoon learning the difference between leaf buds and flower buds so that
they could expertly prune the apple trees which had not been seen the flash of a blade for many a year.
The fruits of their labours should be clearly visible this autumn!

*4*4 *4 00 *4 tal

The grottoes and Jungle, being less visible, have suffered from a lack of attention over the years but a
grant from Transco has enabled us to start a programme of gradual clearing and renovation . Part of the
main path has been cleared and marked out properly with edging and wood-chips to form the basis for
a Nature/Historical Trail from the Terraces to the swimming pool . Additional funds from Teignbridge
District Council are helping us to provide information boards giving details of the key features of the
area, which we hope will become an important educational resource . In addition to this, the School has
pledged much of the grounds to the Western Morning News Millennium Havens Appeal which aims to
encourage landowners to reserve as much Westcountry land as possible for wildlife . The newspaper
has provided us with several birdboxes and Trevor Beer visited the school to offer advice on how to
help .

4

	

.00 I v
Finally, the terraces are in the process of being restored to some of their former glory, with edges being
neatened and gravel replaced . New roses have been planted alongside the steps and we are hoping to
find a replacement for the old sundial that once graced the stone plinth .
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TOWARDS TOMORROW'S WORLD

Last November a group of Sixth Form
chemists - Lucie Wootton, Fizzy Harding
and Ariel Li - visited Petra Lucacik (Stover
1990-95) at St Hilda's College, Oxford.
Petra has been studying Biochemistry and,
as well as showing us round several of the
colleges, took us to the labs and explained
the details of her research, part of a project
to find a cure for influenza . We saw her
precious protein crystals, and the X-ray
diffraction machine used to analyse the
molecular structure, as well as some
stunning computer graphics showing the
results . In June Petra took her final exams -
she got a First and is planning to stay at
Oxford, working for a Ph .D . in a group
investigating auto-immune diseases.
Also in the Autumn term a Stover team
(Abby Harding, Emma Colley, Polly Vogel,
Emily Monk and Katie Webber) took part in

SCIENCE SMILERS!
Q . What is the fizz in drinks?
A . Carbohydrates

Q . Why is it important that the mother's and
baby's blood does not mix in the womb?

A . So the baby doesn't get intoxicated

• There are three states of matter: life, blood
and work .

the Royal Society for Chemistry's "Top of
the Bench" competition, held at Exeter
University. This is always an interesting
(not to mention stressful!) day, involving as
it does practical and written tests as well as
a short presentation . This year, "Granite"
was our chosen topic.
During National Science week in March,
Richard Robinson entertained Years 6 - 9
with a most enjoyable lecture and
demonstration about the amazing properties
of the earth's atmosphere . During the next
academic year we are hoping to work on
some projects in connection with a new
book Mr Robinson is writing - any
volunteers out there?
The year ended with the entire school
devoting a day to Science . Mr Topley
organised three coach-loads of Stoverians
who travelled to London
for the "Tomorrow's World"
exhibition at Earl's Court.
This was a fascinating
show with something for
everyone - and we didn't
lose a single pupil!
Meanwhile Year 6 went no
further than Plymouth and
the

	

National

	

Marine
Aquarium but enjoyed
themselves just as much.
Mrs . S . Bamberg
Head of Science

(Untitled Laura iioodhan!



ON THE GAMES FIELD
SPORTS REPORTS

HOCKEY

1st XI
This was a season which started with great
promise with some very encouraging
results, setting high standards for the rest of
the season . The first game of this season
was at home to Plymouth College . Although
not a high scoring encounter, we won with
relative ease, the final score being 2-1.
Although we did not reach the final at the
area tournament we won against Churston, a
more experienced team, drew with Torquay
Girls, and lost narrowly to Stoodley
Knowle, 1-0.
Blundell's, whose team we have never yet
beaten, was our next challenge . This game
was dominated by Blundell's but we put up
a heroic fight, combining an excellent
mental approach with some enterprising and
exciting moves between the forwards and
the halves.
Due to injuries and absentees our next
match was against an impressive and well-
drilled team, Kelly . However we had the
edge in the first half, showing great
stamina, but the end result was a draw 1-1.
We gained a good victory over St
Margarets, winning 3-0 . Absentees once
again inhibited selection for the next match
against Churston but we certainly played
our best hockey so far. At the end of the
first half we were one goal up, only to
concede two goals minutes from the end.
The best was saved until the last match.
Even with one player short, Stover still
played an exceptional game, beating
KEVIC 3-0 . This game will be the one we
will all remember.
Overall this was a very good season . A side
dogged by illness and injury worked very
hard to produce some sophisticated hockey,
doing so in a positive and sensible way.
Lucy Jones Captain and player of the season

UNDER 16
In the Area Tournament we were defeated
by Torquay Girls and Stoodley Knowle but
we achieved a 4-0 win against St Joseph .

Our last match of the season against Plymouth
College was a good 2-0 victory . Helen Cottle
set up some brilliant passes to Libby Chivers
who not only scored both goals but also broke
her hockey stick in the excitement.
There has been an excellent effort throughout
the team with some dramatic saves in defence
and by our goalie, Fran Newman.
Bonnie Chivers, Captain and Player of the
season.

UNDER 14
The whole team has done extremely well this
season . Although we haven't won all our
matches we have certainly put a lot of effort
in! We started off very well with a win against
Bramdean 1-0 and Teign School 2-0.
Unfortunately we then lost 2-0 to Plymouth
College.
We won our next two matches against Trinity
2-0 and St Joseph's by an impressive 4-0 . We
narrowly lost the next four games to
Blundell's, St Margaret's , Coombeshead and
KEVIC (how did that happen?!) and drew with
Kelly College.
Charley Murrell Captain
Player of the season Becky Stark

UNDER 12
MOST SUCCESSFUL TEAM OF THE
SEASON
Under 12 Hockey has been very strong this
season with only two games lost out of eight
played and a total of thirty nine goals scored in
the six games won! Our best win of the season
was 11-0 against Kelly College, but we also
won 6-0 against Bramdean, 7-0 against
Coombeshead and 8-0 against Trinity We have
all had a very enjoyable as well as a successful
season and I would like to thank all the
members of the team for the sporting way the
games have been played.
Naomi Griffiths Captain
Player of the season

	

Natasha Corner

HOUSE HOCKEY

1st Victoria
2nd Elizabeth
3rd Mary
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Under 12 Hockey team : most successful team of the season

CROSS COUNTRY
On the 24th of March we went to Grenville College in North Devon to run in Grenville's
Millennium Cross Country Races . Over twenty schools from the South West competed including
Edgehill College, Gramercy Hall, Polwhele House, St Michael's, Trinity and Mount House . The
course covered 2,700 metres . It was a tough race and in the Under Thirteen I was competing
against at least forty runners . I found it very hard going as the course covered quite a few hills
and some rough ground, but it was absolutely exhilarating to be first at the finish! Bessie Salmon
and Sarah Bagley also did very well in the Under Elevens, coming eighth and tenth respectively
out of one hundred and fifteen runners! Well done!
Harriet Truman

AREA CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS
Positions are out of approximately 17 schools.

Years 10 and 11

	

5th overall
Years 8 and 9

	

1st Champions!
Year 7

	

6th overall

Highest placed Stover athlete :

	

Lisa Whitney

Harriet Truman

HOUSE CROSS
COUNTRY
1st Victoria
2nd Mary
3rd Elizabeth

Area Cross country champions, Yrs 8/9 and runners up, Yrs 6/7
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RUGBY AT ROSSLYN PARK

Laurence Dellagio, Jason Leonard and Richard
Hill have all played there and now Stover's name
can be added to the list . The national Schools'
Rugby Tournament at Rosslyn Park was the
finale all our hard work had been aimed at.
After the long journey up to Crystal Palace,
where we stayed the night, it was hard to gauge
everyone's emotions going into the tournament . I
think that the enormity of the occasion and the
knowledge that our first opponents were last
year's winners did not fill us with a great deal of
confidence. This was evident in our opening
performance . Even though in the first few

minutes of the match we were the better team,
our motivation and the will to win were lacking
and we came away with a defeat in that match
and also the next . However this attitude changed
during that second game and with our last
encounter of the day our spirits were high . We
finally found the rugby we knew we could play
and gave a good account of ourselves.
A big thank you to Mrs Dinsdale and Helen for
travelling the 300 miles with us . Sorry we didn't
win but I'm sure next year will be a different
story.
Louise Neu

	

Captain

Try scorer of the season Libby Chivers
Player of the season

	

Lucy Jones
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NETBALL
1st VII
After a term of playing hockey we soon got
back into the swing of playing netball . We
started off the season with a very close
game against Trinity but ended with a
victory by the skin of our collective teeth,
the score being 22-21 . We were then put to
the test with a match against Blundell's.
Together with the strong winds and
Blundell's high standard of play, it proved
all too much for us and we lost 30-9! After
a cancellation of the match against KEVIC
we moved on to a convincing victory over
Teign, 23-8 . Five days later
we came face to face with
Kelly College (gulp).
Although we lost 22-12 we
did play well - we did! And
our season ended in great
style with a win against
Plymouth College, 35-14.
Katherine Storrs
Captain and Player of the
season

UNDER 15
Yet again our team has made
it through the season with
some very deserving wins whilst still
remaining intact despite having obtained a
collective collection of assorted bumps and
bruises . We started with a brilliant match
against Trinity which we won 20-11 . Our
next match was on a Saturday against
Blundell's . Although we played very well
their team had the edge and we lost 15-13
(close, though!) Over the rest of the season
we gained the reputation of the team with
the unfailing pattern of win-one, lose-one.
Year Ten would like to say a big thank-you
to all those Year Nines who played with
such enthusiasm alongside us in so many of
our matches
Emma Colley Captain
Player of the season Kirsty McDaide

HOUSE NETBALL
1ST Victoria
2nd Elizabeth
3rd Mary

UNDER 13
It has been a very successful season for the Under
13 netball team. Our first match was against
Blundell's and we won 15-13 which was very
encouraging. Another match that stands out was
when we played against Plymouth College and
were one goal down when a heavy hail storm
started . We managed to score one goal just as the
referees agreed to finish the game because of the
weather and we drew 13-13! At the Area
Tournament the team came third which
everybody was very pleased about.
Daisy Perry Captain
Player of the season Nicky Hiles

UNDER 12 A
The Under Twelves have also had a very
successful season starting off with an impressive
27-1 win against Blundell's . We went to the Area
Tournament with high hopes but unfortunately
we lost our only game this season in the final,
losing 5-4 to South Dartmoor. Our last game was
against Plymouth College, who finished second
in the area Tournament, and we won 18-6! It
really has been a pleasure captaining the Under
twelve team : thank you everyone.
Kathryn Hendy Captain
Player of the season Naomi Griffiths

UNDER 12 B
We have all enjoyed playing for Stover this term
and we won many of our matches . We beat
Plymouth College 15-8 and also won two
matches against Trinity . Other matches sadly we
lost, against Blundell's and St Joseph's . However
this only made us more determined to try harder
next time!
Sarah Shell Captain and player of the season
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GYMNASTICS

I train for nine hours a week over three training
sessions at Exeter Olympic Gymnastics Centre.
Training is hard but it all goes towards working
your way to to a gold medal in competition. I
compete about six times a year in various
competitions, ranging from Devon Leagues to
regional championships . When I compete I
perform a four or five piece apparatus course in
front of as many as ten judges . This is where all
the strenuous training pays off If your routine is
lacking in certain elements or your skills are
forgotten or incorrect, many marks will be
deducted causing a big disappointment to your
team or to you as an individual . Bars, Beam,
Floor and Vault are the four main areas of
discipline, but in a League you also have to
present a body conditioning routine which is
marked and added to your final score.
I enjoy gymnastics because it involves a lot of
commitment and I feel as though I am part of a
team even when I am working and competing
individually. I have recently achieved a gold
medal in the Devon League and hope to continue
making progress in the future.
Esther Truman

HOUSE GYM AND DANCE
COMPETITION

Event winners:

Individual Esther Truman V
Sports Acro pairs : Rosie Erangey and Pia
Rogers M
Sports Acro group : Kathryn Hendy, Sarah
Shell, Harriet Truman, Chris Vitez V
MRG : Rachel Bagley, Clare Snowdon,
Zoe Swift M

Junior Dance : Pippa Carrington-
Wood, Hannah MacDonald, Tessa
Wigram M
Junior vault : Esther Truman V
Senior vault : Julia Simcox M
Top performance of the day : Esther
Truman

1st

	

Victoria

	

102 .7 points
2nd

	

Mary

	

102 .4
3rd

	

Elizabeth 99 .2
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TENNIS

Tennis continues to flourish . About a third of all
pupils are now having tennis lessons and
enjoying the physical and mental challenges of
the game . I hope that all the girls participating in
the sport at whatever level continue to enjoy the
game. Enjoy competing and winning, but most of
all just enjoy hitting the ball!
Devon Senior Students
This has seen success rewarding lots of effort . We
won the Devon Senior Students Girls'
Competition for the first time ever! The squad of
Louise Neu, Lucy Jones, Helen Cottle and
Caroline Exley are to be congratulated . They
have proved to be a loyal and dedicated group.
The Aberdare Cup.
The same squad plus Laura Bagley competed this
year and reached the third, narrowly losing to
Trinity . The score of 3/3 match, 3/3 sets all and
48/44 games reflects just how close we were to a
really major upset, as they have a national Under
Fifteen player and Devon players representing
the school!

HSBC Schools Competition
The Under Fifteen, Thirteen and Eleven teams
entered this event and gained valuable experience
in playing matches, meeting new faces and
enjoying the team atmosphere
The First VI played against Blundell's and Kelly
again this year. Sadly we lost both matches but
for effort and teamwork we came first . Hopefully
this will become an annual fixture and we will be

able to improve our performances . Our junior
team also played Blundell's and Kelly with more
success, beating Kelly and narrowly losing to
Blundell's
School Tournament results.
Junior singles cup

	

Daisy Perry
Senior Singles cup

	

Laura Bagley
Inter House results
Junior doubles cup

	

Daisy Perry and Rachel
Bagley
Senior Doubles cup

	

Louise Neu and Lucy
Jones
Most improved player Jordan Salmon Winning
House

	

Mary

STOP PRESS! ,SLOP PRESS! STOP PRESS!

Rachel Bagley has been picked for the Youth
Millennium Games Under 13s to represent the
South Hams and Beatrice Scott has been picked
for the Under 11 s to represent Teignbridge.

J.Hough
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HOUSE ROUNDERS SWIMMING GALA

Years 6/7 Elizabeth 1st Victoria

2nd Elizabeth
Years 7/8 Mary

3rd Mary
Years 9/10 Mary

Event winners
Years 11/12/13 Victoria Open butterfly Emma Colley
Overall Open three lengths Jenny Colley
1st Mary - won 6 games Open medley Jenny Colley

2nd Elizabeth - won 4 games Junior swimmer Natasha Corner

3rd Victoria - won 2 games Intermediate swimmer Emma Colley

Senior swimmer Rachel Storrs

Individual records : Chris Vitez,

Natasha Corner,

Georgie Dean

Intermediate relay : Victoria House

ATHLETICS

AREA ATHLETICS

This year we went to Exeter Arena for the Area Athletics of 2000 . It was a great experience . Several people had been unable

to turn up due to illness and so there was a big rush at the start to sort out all the events . There were sounds of groans as

some of the running events were handed out . I myself got landed with the 800m which I absolutely dreaded . Throughout

the day results came pouring in to the teachers. Many of us got into the final for our events and won places for both

individual and joint efforts.

Kathryn Hendy and Harriet Truman 3rd in the dreaded Junior and Year 7 1500m.

Jenny Colley

	

1st Junior discus

Natalie Higgin

	

3rd Junior 200m

Kirsty McDaide

	

2nd Intermediate 100m, 3rd Intermediate high jump

Naomi Griffiths

	

3rd Year 7 long jump

Chloe Bartlett

	

3rd Junior javelin

Chris Vitez

	

3rd Intermediate discus

Chloe Bartlett, Natalie Higgin, Nicky Hiles, Harriet Truman and Jordan Salmon -

3rd Junior relay

The Year 8 girls gained second place overall . Brilliant!

Jenny Colley

English Schools Athletics Award Scheme

Certificates for outstanding performance

Discus

	

Jenny Colley

1500 metres Harriet Truman

FIVE STAR

Year 10

Year 9

Year 8

Year 7

Kirsty McDaide

Sarah Byrnes

Esther Truman

Lisa Whitney

Natalie Higgin

Natasha Corner
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Left - Lisa Whitney Right - Lucy Jones

SENIOR SPORTS GIRL OF THE YEAR
Lucy Jones
Member of the Rugby, Hockey, Netball, Tennis and
Rounders teams. Competed in House Hockey,
Netball, Cross Country, Athletics, Tennis, Swimming
and Rounders . Captain of the 1st VI Tennis team and
1st XI Hockey team

JUNIOR SPORTSGIRL OF THE YEAR
Lisa Whitney
Member of the Hockey, Netball, Cross-Country,
Athletics, and Rounders teams . Competed in all
House sports events . Captain of the Under 14
Rounders team. Selected to represent the area at the
Devon Schools Athletics Championships and
equalled the school 800m record . She also
successfully completed the Ten Tors challenge!

HELEN "NETS" A PLACE!
Helen Cottle, Year 11, was invited to a selection weekend at
Loughborough University in January for the All England
Underl7 Netball squad . As captain of the Under 16 team she
led them to victory in the South Devon Area Netball
Competition in October'99. Last season she was voted young
player of the year by the Plymouth and District Under 16
Netball League . She has also represented West Devon at Under
16 level for two seasons and this season has represented the
West Region in the Under 19 age group .

NATIONAL
CL.Ut

Helen Cottle

BARBADOS 2002 SPORTS TOUR

After two successful netball tours to Australia
in 1999 and South Africa in 1996, we are
planning our nest tour to Barbados in the
summer of 2002.
Anyone interested in sponsoring the tour
should contact the P.E . Department at school.
T.Dinsdale
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SPORTS DAY SPORTS DAY SPORTS DAY SPORTS DAY

Sports day fell on June 17th and as usual it included many willing athletes which created
an enthusiastic atmosphere . Spirits were high due to the gorgeous weather and the numerous
supportive parents, friends, staff and pupils cheering the competitors on . This all clearly
helped to encourage all the participants and there were many school records broken,
including Helen Cottle (Year 11) - Senior 300 metres, Katie Brown (Year 8) - Junior 300,
and Sarah Byrnes (Year 9) - Intermediate 200m, not to mention the Elizabeth House Year 9
relay team who smashed the current record . . There was the usual suspense and tension
wondering which house was going to be the overall winner and it was a lovely surprise this
year as the winning house turned out to be Elizabeth . It really was a great achievement as
everyone in the house had tried so hard . Of course I may be biased in my opinion as I am a
Lizzie House member myself! However I really would like to congratulate everyone who
participated and made it all run so smoothly and successfully . It was an excellent day .
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SPORTS DAY SPORTS DAY SPORTS DAY SPORTS DAY

Tug of war winners: Elizabeth

Fastest relay team : Harriet Hamilton, Jo Mann, Lucy Nicholls,

Lisa Whitney, Elizabeth

Top intermediate athlete: Lisa Whitney, Elizabeth

Top Senior Athlete : Helen Cottle , Victoria
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"I'LL It E SEEING YOU"
The summer performance for the millennial year was an impressive compilation of music, song, dance
and drama based on World War Two, devised and directed by the Head of Drama, Sarah Rolls, The
music and songs were arranged and staged by Sarah Farleigh, Head of Music, and the dances
choreographed by Nicky Hall.
Virtually everyone in the school was involved in some way from the star performers to the vitally
important backstage crew - let's hear it for Mr Topley, Melanie Warn and Sharon Kilpin . Special thanks
to John Brydon, the pianist who
unflappably played anything that
was thrown at him, rolling out
ragtime, sentimental journeys, tender
solos or roof raisers . He made it look
so easy! And also many thanks to
Coombeshead's accomplished actors
and technical team who, as last year,
were again vital to the success of the
production . Bless 'em all!
The story, which spanned the years
1939 to 1945,was about a "typical"
family and how each member was
affected by the war. Among an
excellent cast, Kate Corner's Auntie
Violet, her hair in rollers, her feet
warmly booted, her knitting always
to hand, stands out, especially when she announces to her unbelieving relatives that she has joined the
Women's Land Army.
Interwoven with the "Sugar on Sunday" story was the romantic tale of two star-crossed lovers, "And a
Nightingale Sang" . Helen and Norma were convincingly and touchingly portrayed by Dani Senior and
Jo Prouse. Dani's beautiful, yet ominous, rendition of "Stormy Weather" set the scene for the dramatic
personal and public events which were to follow . Individual characters were backed by excellent
massed evacuees (Years Six and Seven) and Londoners (Years Eight and Nine) in an amazing
assortment of print frocks, pearl necklaces, over-large cardigans, gymn slips, grey knee socks and some
seriously scary hats.
Powerful contrasts in staging were extremely effective . Alone on a darkened stage Polly Vogel took us
into "The Dreams of Ann Frank" which was immediately followed by an exhilarating performance of
"Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy" marking the Americans' entry into the war . Millie Smallwood and Julia
Wingate's fearsome Sergeant Majors knocked their 'orrible ATS recruits into shape with voices that
could have won the war unaided, and contrasted strikingly with the lovely, sentimental "White Cliffs
of Dover" sung by Rachel Byrnes . VE Day in 1945 was celebrated by a London Street party with
rousing choruses of "Knees up, Mother Brown" . Suddenly the conga chain of revellers fell still and
silent as we remembered the atomic bombs which fell on Hiroshima and Nagasaki on the sixth of
August 1945 . The two monologues, excellently done by Lucy Munday as the American scientist and
Mizuki Konno as the Japanese girl Noriko, were perhaps the most moving and outstanding moments
of the whole production.
The variety of songs, from solos to full-blooded, whole school performances seemed to appeal to both
younger and older members of the audience and culminated in a wonderfully nostalgic sing-along
medley at the finale . With a sea of waving Union Jacks, and audience and performers in full throat, it
made a perfect end to a superbly enjoyable production . Let's hope "We'll meet again some sunny day!"
V.Stevens
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"I'LL E SEEING YOU"5)
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STOVER OLDGIRLS'ASSOCIATION

COMMITTEE
Chairman - Mrs Kate Howard
Deputy Chairman - Miss Rachel Evans
Treasurer - Mrs Sally Lean
Secretary - Mrs Eileen Shillabeer
Miss Elizabeth Anning
Mrs Hayley Barnard (Newbury)
Mrs Melanie Benham (Jones)
Mrs Helen Gray (Gill)
Mrs Rosemary Jones (Poyntz-Roberts)

Hello again everybody, my warmest greetings to you all once
again. Another extremely busy year seems to have flown by,
helped in no small measure, I am sure, by all the Appeal
activities!
SOGA's own efforts in that direction proved very successful
with over £2000 being contributed to the Fund from the SOGA
Draw, the 1999 Cake Stall which produced over £200, as well
as a donation from the June 1999 Reunion Luncheon . The
Draw was very well supported by Members, so we were
delighted when approximately 60% of the prizes were won by
you! Well done! We do hope that all the winners enjoyed their
assortment of prizes.
The 1999 REUNION LUNCH held on the same day as the
AGM and the School Sports was very successful with over
fifty ex-students attending . One group present, organised by
Lucie Brewis, numbered over twenty from her year.
The NOVEMBER 1999 REUNION held in London also proved most successful with a
number of Miss Dence's former 'girls' enjoying each other's company . The venue proved
ideal for its location and overnight accommodation, not to mention the lunch!
THIS YEAR'S AGM held on Sports Day , was again supported by the 'faithful few' . It

would be so encouraging to see additional fresh faces there,
especially providing their views and ideas for future SOGA
activities.
However the REUNION LUNCH after the meeting was very well
attended with Mary(McGahey) Downey and Jane(Kneel) Clapp
rounding up their colleagues in attendance as well as others
renewing their contacts from various age groups . Most welcome
of course were the return of prominent Members and ex-Head
Mistresses, Miss Anne Smith and Mrs . Wendy Lunel . It was also
a pleasure to welcome back Mrs Brenda Morgan (Morgie) who
enjoyed meeting up with a number of her former lacrosse players.
Mr Bujak managed a quick visit in between strenuous activities
on the sports field and our Guest of Honour, Mrs Heather
Collinge, made the occasion a particularly happy one.

Dr Pene Key OBE
Mrs Kate Reece (Roberts)
Mrs Trish Revell (McMurtrie)
Mrs Bunty Scott (Jenner)

Kern' Smitheram

Kate Wilcocks wedding
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PRESENTATION
On behalf of SOGA, Kate Howard presented Mrs Collinge with a lovely bouquet of flowers,
together with a cheque made up of donations from Old Girls and SOGA . A delighted
Heather thanked everyone present who had contributed to her surprise gift . She commented
that she planned to put the gift towards a combination microwave cooker for her new home
in France, which seemed most appropriate in view of her cookery expertise at Stover.
At the AGM, all but one of the Committee Members were re-elected for a further twelve
months, the exception being Jennifer Lean, who is now living a long way from Devon and
had tendered her resignation . Warm wishes were sent to Jennifer for her forthcoming
marriage in September. It was hoped to elect a further member, hopefully from the current
Sixth Form leavers . Kate Howard agreed to liaise with her daughter Jane, a current member
of the Sixth form, to
nominate someone who
would be free to attend
meetings, a number
being committed to
University studies
further afield.
It was also agreed that
Mrs Heather Collinge,
who was retiring from
the Stover staff after
twenty-one busy years

APPEAL
As most of you will know from an earlier letter, the Appeal
Committee has now decided to wind up their cash-raising
activities, although the sale of various items is still
welcomed, particularly the named bricks . Any Old Girl who
would like their name recorded by buying a brick for £25
should contact the school .

Marriage of Jennifer Lean -
September 9th 2000

should be made an
honorary member of
SOGA.

Members agreed to hold the AGM on Sports Day 2001 which should be either 16th or 23rd
June . The Chairman asked Members present for a vote as to whether a Reunion Luncheon
should again be held after the AGM and received an overwhelming 'Yes'!
In addition Members present expressed a keen desire for SOGA to hold a further Autumn
Reunion Luncheon in London . It was agreed to circulate all
Members to ask their views together with a preference for
2001 or 2002.
A further request was also made, concerning the possibility of
another SOGA evening reunion to be held at Stover sometime
this Autumn . Members would also be asked to let us know
their views here too .

Marriage of Steph Lodmig, May 2000 with ex-Stover rangbv stars
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MEMBERSHIP
I am pleased to report that membership is steady, with fifty-five predominantly new - and
just a few renewed - members since last September . This does not include new members
from the Sixth Form leavers from July 1999 . There was a lot of enthusiastic response at
the June Reunion for membership forms, but I am still - hopefully - awaiting their return !

PERSONAL DETAILS of those that I have heard from follow. I do hope that more of you
will consider encouraging your Stover colleagues to rejoin us, as well as gathering them
together to meet up for future reunions.

UNIVERSITY NEWS
Our congratulations go to -
Kerry Smitheram - who graduated in 1998 with a 2 .1 in Law. Kerry also obtained a first
in a medical research paper.
Sophie Dunkerley - who graduated in 1998 at Wye with B .Sc . (Hons .) in Animal Scienee.
More details further down.
Tessa Adams(Shillabeer) - who recently added a Dip .Ed. to her earlier BA (Hons .)
Kate Reece (Roberts) - really flying high since being appointed not only to the SOGA
Committee but also to the Board of Governors and even more recently, appointed Chairman
of the Board of Governors Finance Committee!

NEWS FROM MEMBERS
No Births reported this year!
Marriages
Kate Willcocks - Autumn 1999 . Photograph sent in by Lucy Brewis, but sorry no further
details. Allison Wigman, Sarah Wakeham and Cathy Warne attended the wedding which
took place in Yealmpton.
Stephanie Lodwig to Sam Kaleta - 13th May 2000 in Topsham . Promised a photo but it
hasn't appeared yet.
Helen Gill to Mark Gray - at Chudleigh Parish Church last month . Helen is on the teaching
staff of the Junior Department at Stover and is most helpful, together with Melian (Pappin)
Kearney. with SOGA committee work.
Deaths
Anne (Bulpin) Ridgway - suddenly early this year.
Anne had only recently rejoined SOGA, providing an excellent SOGA Draw prize of a day's
racing at Newton Abbot, when we heard of her untimely death . Chairman of Newton
Abbot Racecourse, Anne was busy in numerous local activities and is, I know, a great loss
to many, but especially her family, and our sympathy goes to them all . ragically one of her
sons died just a few weeks after Anne, a double tragedy for the family.
John Scott - early in 1999 . Many of you I know will remember Bunty (Jenner) Scott, a
stalwart of Stover and SOGA . Our sympathy, albeit belatedly, goes to Bunty, her daughter
Caroline (also an Old Girl) and the rest of the family. Bunty is still running the family farm
in South Brent, with the assistance of her son and his family who live nearby.
Gwen Woods - sadly died recently .
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NEWS FROM PAST PUPILS
Sarah Ireland - Cottage Hotel, Hope Cove, Kingsbridge,Devon.TQ7 3HJ . Sarah couldn't
attend this year's reunion but wishes to be remembered to all her Stover friends and hopes to
get together with them in the near future to organise their own Stover reunion . Please contact
her if you are interested.
Mary Pinhey and Virginia Lee (Lyle) - both attended the AGM and Lunch but were most
disappointed not to meet up with any of their former colleagues especially at the lunch.
Mary's address - Overavon, Diptford, Totnes, Devon . TQ9 7NJ.
Virginia's address - 73b, King Street, Stonehouse, Plymouth, Devon . PL1 5HZ.
Joanne (Worden) Hawkins - recently rejoined SOGA and is another who is hoping to
persuade some of her former colleagues to meet up together at Stover for a reunion . Her
address - Meadowbank, Perridge Close, Exeter, Devon .EX2 9PX.
Change of address - Alice (King) May - Woodreaves, Cheriton Fitzpaine, Crediton, Devon.
EX 17 4JH.
Trudi (Elliott) Beard - has now returned from New Zealand and is living at Hellens, The
Hithe, Rodborough Common, Gloucestershire . GL5 5BN.
Sarah (Edwards) Singleton (1971) - Currently living in South Africa where she has been for
the past twenty years with her husband and two sons aged 10 and 12 . Sarah graduated at
Nottingham in 1974 with an Upper Second in Botany and Zoology . Also undertook
postgraduate studies in Landscape Architecture at Edinburgh in 1977 . They have their own
landscape practice in South Africa but are considering moving back to England later this year.
Sarah's Email address : scs@edp .co .sa. Sarah still keeps in touch with Sue (Emrich) Walker,
Ros (Partington) Piddington, Gill Holding and Sue (Guest) Murray - five out of their original
Sixth Form six, not bad after thirty years! They hope to attend a future Stover reunion as
well.
Sarah's mother Mary (Sheridan Patterson) Edwards is also a former Stover pupil . Her address
- 38 Wellesley Park, Wellington, Somerset . TA21 8PZ.
Anne England - former Head Girl currently teaching in Torquay . Her address - 9 Newton
Road, Kingskerwell, Devon . TQ12 SEQ.
Imogen Pantel - Ottostr .98 .,85521 OTTOBRUN, Germany . Tel : 089/60 48 96 . Unable to
make this year's reunion at Stover but hopes to come next year.
Maureen (Sharpe) Reichwald - 28 Fairfield, Sampford Peverell, Tiverton, Devon EX16 7DE.
Sends news of her daughter Rosemary, whose sons are aged 9 and 12 . Maureen is still
nursing.
Change of address - Corinne Joy - Flat 2 Sunrise, Fort Road, St. Peter Port, Guernsey . GY1
1ZU, Channel Islands . Tel : 014481/710615 . Fax : 01481/716656.
Diane (Oakley) Browne (1959) - visited Stover recently . Her address - PO Box
21508,Umtentweni 42235 KZN ., South Africa.
Karen (Haas) Pratt - 2290, West 24th Street, L .A., California 90018, U.S .A . Karen has a son
aged 4 and a baby daughter. She and her husband are very busy with their interior decorating
business.
Sophie Dunkerley - C/o Ayleston, Modbury, Ivybridge, Devon PL21 OSA . Mobile phone:
0410 500 842 . Email :sophiedunkerley@AOL .com . Whilst at Wye Sophie was captain of
women's rugby, the College sports rep., and also a member of the London University Training
Corps . Still busy with her exhibition and competitive riding, she was kicked in the leg by a
horse and had to give up rugby and OTC . Further study at the Royal Agricultural College,
Cirencester, where she graduated with MBA/M .Sc. in Business Management for Agriculture
and Food Industries . Articles have been written about her riding prowess in the "Horse and
Hound" . Also watch out for her side-saddle demonstrations at various prominent agriculture
shows . Sophie hopes to attend a reunion at Stover another year .
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Patricia (Walford) Counsell (1952) - 19 Grove Terrace, Teddington, Middlesex .TW11 8AU.
Patricia writes a most interesting letter, enclosing a detailed report (from her school diary!)
of her experiences at Stover during the Queen's visit to the Royal Agriculture Show, which
was held in the Stover grounds . A fascinating insight into the background of events,
particularly for Stover pupils, but too long to include here . I will copy and print off a separate
sheet for inclusion later, together with two poems which she included about life at Stover.
Change of address - Pat Wheatley -Email :whepat@pacificoast .net . Address : 2786 Isabelle
Place, Shawingana Lake, BC .,VOR 2WO. Canada.
Roxanne Irani (1979-1981) - writes from Germany, although also visiting Norway in August
and then on to England. Roxanne returns to the U .S . later this year where she has been living
for the past 19 years . Roxanne is desperate to locate Jane or her sister Lynne Evans - can
anyone help please? If so, perhaps you would kindly forward details to me as I have written
asking her for her American address.
Angela Symes (Westoby) - attended the AGM and subsequent Lunch . Angela was at Stover
in her capacity as Domestic Bursar in earlier years and enjoyed sharing amusing memories
with a number of other members present . Her address : 4a Moor Lane, Budleigh Salterton,
Devon . EX9 6PP.

PHYLLIS DENCE MEMORIAL CONCERT -
A number of members have enquired recently about possible future concerts . The date of the
2001 concert at the school is Friday 23rd March at 7 .30p .m . Please come along if you can.

With my best wishes to you all for 2001.

Eileen Shillabeer
Hon . Secretary SOGA
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UPPER SIXTH DESTINATIONS - 2000

Claire Blackmore

Ella Chivers

Mandy Choi

Kate Edwards

Hannah Garvin

Clova Gladstone

Fleur Greinig

Gemma Hiles

Cally Hocknell

Jane Howard

Victoria Johnson

Lucy Jones

Ariel Li

Fiona Linton

Eleanor Ma

Louise Neu

Georgina Pearson

Rachel Seward

Julia Simcox

Gemma Stanbury

Katherine Storrs

Jaana Takis

Mimi Wong

Joanna Wright

Elaine Yeung

University of Portsmouth

University of Bath

University of Westminster

University of Leeds

University of Luton

University of Newcastle

University of Plymouth

University of Plymouth

Kingston University

Loughborough University

University of Hertfordshire

University of Wales Institute,
Cardiff
Imperial College, London

Imperial College, London

University of Essex

University of Wales Institute,
Cardiff
Kingston University

University of Derby

Staffordshire University

Gap Year

University College Chichester

University of Hull

Oxford Brookes University

University of Edinburgh

Anglia Polytechnic University

Hospitality Management

Business Administration

Business-Finance

English-French

Sports Therapy

Geography

Geography

International Business

Business with Law

Politics with Communication & Media
Studies
Accounting & Management Information
Systems
Sport & Physical Education

Civil Engineering

Medicine

Accounting

Sport & Physical Education

Psychology & Sociology

American Studies

Computer Studies

Physical Education (QTS)

Internet Computing &Business Management

Hospitality Management/Tourism

History

Business Administration/Marketing
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GOOD BYE-EEE!!

Upper Sixth 2000 leavers.

Good Luck!
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